
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER III 
 
 

MID-QING TRANSFORMATION—THE QIANLONG “COIN” 
 
 
 

CASTING THE DIE 

Wang Hongxu 王鴻緒 was wholly a man of the Qing. Born in 1645 to a family of illus-
trious scholar-official pedigree, he was not subject to the ambivalences toward Qing rule 
that characterized former Ming subjects, nor did he pass through his formative young 
adult years in the close company of such persons (his birth father became a Qing jinshi in 
1649). It was Wang who would navigate the Ming History vessel through the very 
troubled waters of early-eighteenth-century Qing rule and thereby clear the deck, so to 
speak, for developments in the Qianlong reign period. 

A prodigy, Wang had gained jinshi status in 1673 at the age of twenty-seven, and   
just nine years later he was appointed one of the chief editors of the Ming History. In that 
enduring capacity, as in numerous other compilation assignments and concurrent, high, 
central-government positions (some very proximate to the throne), Wang was entirely at   
his emperor’s service and became deeply involved in Kangxi court intrigues. He long had 
been on intimate terms with the “Three Xus” (see chap. II), and when Xu Bingyi 徐秉義 
retired from office in 1704 Wang carried forward the Xu brothers’ historiographical work 
as senior chief editor in the Ming History Office until he was dismissed from all posts for 
clique activities in 1709.i Subsequently, the Ming History Office was left unstaffed, but 
Wang, the only one of the chief editors still alive,ii

Hoping to reenter the good graces of the emperor (and probably to aid the official 
prospects of his progeny), Wang at first transferred the earlier drafts of the various parts 
of the Ming History to his home in Huating 華亭 County (Songjiang 松江 Pref., 
Jiangsu) and continued to edit them there. This paralleled the case of his mentor, Xu 
Qianxue 徐乾學, who had been permitted by the emperor to carry on with the imperially 
commissioned geographical compendium Da Qing yitong zhi 大清一統志 at a villa in 
his home prefecture (Suzhou 蘇州, Jiangsu) after he was accused of improprieties and 
had to leave Beijing in 1690. But in the earlier case Xu had used the semiprivatization of 
the Da Qing yitong zhi project to draw together a mutually stimulating group of talented 
geographical historians, including some former Ming subjects who would not have 
accepted formal Qing appointment.

 continued to work on the Ming 
History privately for fourteen years. 

iii Wang’s work, in contrast, was a quiet and secluded 
affair, about which little is known except that revision of the biography section was a 
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high priorityiv

It was a good time to lie low. Since about 1690, the Kangxi emperor had been in-
creasingly distressed at the lack of moral character—and even worse, psychopathic signs 
—in the crown prince on whom he had placed heartfelt hope, Yinreng 胤礽. The ups and 
downs of the aging emperor’s relations with this son, whom he deposed as heir apparent 
two times, gave rise to much dangerous maneuvering among powerful cliques composed 
of high-ranking Manchu noblemen and Han Chinese ministers, maneuvering which cen-
tered on the more ambitious among the Kangxi emperor’s other sons. Wang Hongxu 
himself participated in a faction that supported the eighth son, Yinsi 胤禩, as a candidate 
for crown prince after Yinreng was first deposed in 1708. Revelation of this factional 
movement enraged the emperor and caused heads to roll. Perhaps because of his many 
years as an imperial confidant, Wang was purged fairly leniently—he was ordered to 
“retire” at his current rank.

 and in which Wang was assisted by no one whose name has graced 
posterity. 

v Wang subsequently sought atonement by having a thor-
oughly revised draft biography section of the Ming History presented to the throne in 
1714,vi and the following year he was called back to the capital to undertake other literary 
duties. The Ming History Office not having been reopened, Wang continued to edit the 
Ming History “in his spare time,” apart from his editorship of other imperially commis-
sioned works,vii

Under the politically unsettling conditions of those years, the Kangxi court had be-
come more intolerant of matters that portended any heightening of dynastic insecurities.  
Such matters included anything that might imply a resurgence of Ming loyalism—no 
longer sensibly distinguished from harmless interest in the history of the Ming-Qing 
conflict or sympathy for old loyalists, which had been in vogue just a decade before. A 
pathetic case occurred simultaneously with the denunciation of Yinreng and the cones-
quent Yinsi affair. The youngest and only surviving son of the Chongzhen emperor, ten 
years old when Beijing fell in 1644 and now seventy-five, who had been living under 
aliases his entire adult life, was apprehended in Shandong. Although he merely had been 
quietly making ends meet as a tutor, the name by which he was remembered among the 
populace, the “Third Zhu Heir 朱三太子,” had been used as a rallying cry in Ming-
restorationist incidents several times. This occurred again in a revolt staged in Shaoxing 
紹興, Zhejiang, in 1708, directly in the wake of a very serious Ming-restorationist up-
rising led by a renegade Buddhist monk in the Jiangsu-Zhejiang region the year before.  
Previously, in 1673, a man who claimed to be the Third Zhu Heir had attempted to 
assassinate the Kangxi emperor. Now, fearing assassination by his own son in the midst 
of general concern about dynastic destabilization, the emperor uncharacteristically offered 
no quarter to the obviously innocent former Ming heir (whose whereabouts he had known 
since 1705 but who theretofore had been left undisturbed). The old man and his whole 
family were executed.

 keeping a relatively modest profile. 

viii

More directly related to historical writings on the Ming-Qing conflict was the 
enigmatic prosecution of Dai Mingshi 戴名世 from 1711 to 1713. A talented but 
curmudgeonly figure who made enemies easily, Dai long had been well known for 
writing model examination essays before he obtained jinshi status in 1709 at the age of 
fifty-seven. Having served two years as a Hanlin 翰林 compiler, he was indicted by 
Censor in Chief Zhao Shenqiao 趙申喬 because some items he had written twenty years 
earlier, which actually had been published ten years earlier in a popular edition of his 
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collected works, the Nan-shan ji 南山集, suddenly were found to be seditious.ix  
Although the Nanshan ji as a whole was condemned as “wild and reckless,” cited 
specifically was but one letter from Dai to a disciple in which he reiterated an idea of his 
elder landsman and literary mentor Fang Xiaobiao, expressed in Fang’s brief account of 
the Yongli court, the Dianyou jiwen (written in the 1670s): the remnant Ming courts in 
the South had been just as legitimate as those of the fugitive Southern Song princes 
during the years 1276–1279 (which had been accorded entries in the basic annals of the 
standard Song History).x

We may never be able to see clearly to the bottom of this murky case. The likelihood 
is great, however, that factional jockeying in the deadly competition for the imperial suc-
cession, with its sometimes ironic turns of fate, lay behind Dai’s eventual execution for 
“literary” transgressions.

 This view, imprudent but not surprising in the comparatively 
relaxed atmosphere of the 1680s and 90s, became a lightning rod under the stressful 
conditions of the Kangxi emperor’s declining years, especially when he deposed Yinreng 
as crown prince for the last time in 1712 and refused to name another heir. 

xi Suggestive enough is that the dates of Zhao Shenqiao’s indict-
ment of Dai (KX50/10/12) and of the latter’s execution (KX52/2/10) were respectively 
within one week’s proximity to the Kangxi emperor’s dismissal of Tohoci—the chief 
commandant of the Capital Guard and the power behind a suspected coup d’état in favor 
of the incorrigible Yinreng—and the court’s final, horrendously punitive, judgment in 
Tohoci’s case.xii In some way, Dai seems to have become collaterally damaged in the 
ferocious extirpation of the Tohoci-Yinreng clique.xiii

The Kangxi government continued to be “low in morale, faction ridden, corrupt, and 
verging on bankruptcy” until the emperor, long in ill health, finally passed away in 
December of 1722, having designated a successor, his fourth son, Yinzhen 胤禎, only on 
his dying day (according to official accounts).

 

xiv And the terrors that had surrounded the 
heir apparent issue during the Kangxi reign soon paled in comparison to the measures that 
the new Yongzheng emperor had to take against challengers among his brothers, and their 
cliques, who had self-serving reasons to encourage the spread of rumors casting doubt on 
his claim to the heirship. The emperor’s first four years on the throne were devoted 
largely to engineering the imprisonment and forcing the deaths of those faction leaders 
who might compromise his control of the state—first, four of his brothers; then the two 
most important figures who had enabled him to secure his grip on the succession.xv

In view of these developments, we can understand why, when Wang Hongxu submit-
ted the draft biographies to the Kangxi emperor in 1714, and when he submitted the 
whole Draft Ming History (Mingshi gao 明史稿) to the Yongzheng emperor not long 
after the latter’s accession in 1723, he exercised extreme editorial caution, not only about 
the end of the Ming but also about the one great case of disputed succession in Ming 
dynasty history, the removal of the Jianwen 建文 emperor (r. 1398–1402) by his uncle, 
Zhu Di 朱棣, the prince of Yan 燕王 and subsequent Yongle 永樂 emperor, contro-
versy over which had been active among historians since late Ming times.

 

xvi

Whether the tension in this situation contributed to the failure of Wang’s health—he 
then was seventy-eight—we do not know. He died within two months of submitting the 
Mingshi gao but not without seeing action taken on his appeal that a Ming History Office 
be reestablished to complete the charge of the two preceding reigns.

 Certainly, 
the Yongzheng emperor had not forgotten that Wang had been a supporter of Yinsi, who 
remained influential and against whom he intended to move ruthlessly. 

xvii The new office, 
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under the nominal directorship of the man who would become the most eminent imperial 
adviser of the Yongzheng and early Qianlong periods, Zhang Tingyu 張廷玉, carried on 
for another sixteen years.xviii Using Wang’s Draft as its working copy, the office made 
numerous improvements and corrections, but little of substance was added, probably 
because the copious materials on which the Kangxi-period compilers had based their 
work were no longer available.xix The completed Ming History was submitted by Zhang 
to the Qianlong emperor in the fourth year of his reign, 1739. In that same year, another 
compilation begun under Yongzheng also was completed, the Baqi tongzhi (III.C.1), an 
appropriate historiographical reflection of the Yongzheng emperor’s drive to secure his 
control vis-à-vis other high-ranking Manchus by thoroughly bureaucratizing the Eight-
Banner system.xx

What were the consequences of the change of generation and court atmosphere since 
the 1690s for the official historiography of the Ming-Qing conflict? For one thing, the 
Baqi tongzhi established principles of biographical selection and sequencing that 
emphasized the imperial prerogative in dispensing ranks and honors, in contrast to a 
Kangxi-period prototype, which, in effect, had allowed the subjects’ own initiatives in 
state service to be the main determinant.

 

xxi

For another thing, there emerged a Ming History that departed greatly from certain 
intentions expressed in the middle Kangxi period and which confidently employed the 
principle of righteous death—a source of discomfort in that earlier time (see chap. II).  
Easiest to detect is that no annalistic entries for the Southern Ming imperial claimants are 
appended to the basic annals. Rather, thin accounts of their activities (which refer to them 
by their personal names) are buried inconspicuously within their respective lineages 
among the biographies of various Ming princes.

xxiii

 No official historiographical place had yet 
been found for non-Banner collaborators. 

xxii Among these, the entry for the prince 
of Fu 福王 is devoted mainly to defamation and does not waste lines on substantive 
information about his court. That for Regent Lu 魯監國 is especially brief (three lines in 
the 1979 edition) and erroneous (saying that he was drowned by Zheng Chenggong 鄭成
功). The idea that those princes had held any legitimate claim to the rulership of China 
would scarcely occur to even a careful reader of the Ming History. It goes without saying 
that the rise of the “Jianzhou Jurchen” challenge to Ming suzerainty, and eventually to 
Ming rule itself, also is screened out of the narrative. Even the importance that Ming 
Taizu placed on driving the Mongols out of North China is elided.  

As for the nonprincely liezhuan 列傳 sections, those treating figures from the end of 
the Ming overwhelmingly consist of handsome entries for prominent officials who sacri-
ficed their lives for the state, whether in the service of the Chongzhen emperor or the 
southern courts (the governmental substantiality of which is obscured). They are lauded 
as the stalwart few who remained dedicated in spite of the obviously doomed condition of 
their dynasty, which is portrayed as having been on the decline since as far back as Wu-
zong’s 武宗 reign (1506–1522).xxiv Since all veterans of the late-Ming partisan warfare 
had long since passed from the scene, and since the Qing had been successful in prevent-
ing any recurrence of calls from politico-literary societies for restraints on the emperor-
ship and more participatory rule, it had become possible to distribute black and white hats 
among the bygone contestants. White ones went to the Donglin 東林 leaders, portrayed 
as having battled elements that undermined the health of the emperorship; black ones 
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went to those courtiers and imperial women who purportedly encouraged laxity in the 
emperor, and especially to those eunuchs who arrogated imperial powers. 

The extensive sections for “loyal and righteous” figures, however, present quite a 
different picture from the liezhuan biographies. There, of the few, minor figures entered 
from the end of the Ming, none died resisting the Qing; rather, all of them succumbed to 
roving rebels (including rebels who ended up supporting the Yongli court). This repre-
sents the eagerness of the Ming History to call attention to banditry and rebellions, espe-
cially toward the end of the dynasty. In the one short yinyi 隱逸 (“recluses”) section, we 
find none who refused to serve in government because of political scruples or lingering 
loyalty to a past dynasty. Rather, the featured figures are a writer, a philosopher, a painter, 
an extremely filial son, and so on—all portrayed as having remained commoners because 
of lofty eccentricities. Readers must exercise their imaginations vigorously to sense that 
there had been any Yuan loyalism or reluctance to serve the overbearing Hongwu 洪武 
or Yongle emperors in the early Ming or that, in the end, there had been popular 
resistance to the Qing conquest, in which hundreds of minor officials and thousands of 
nonofficials sacrificed their lives.xxv

One aim of Ming History tactics was to remove any ambiguity about the sole legiti-
macy of the Qing dynasty after May 1644 or doubt that servitors of the state should 
choose death when all efforts to defend it fail. That there might be other sorts of justi-
fiable choices, particularly in times of dynastic change, could be ignored in the second 
and third decades of the eighteenth century, when a full generation had lived and died 
under Qing rule. 

 

The relations among this passage of time, the sensitivity yet growing confidence of 
the Yongzheng emperor, and the tone of the Ming History are also reflected in a bizarre   
but significant case of 1728–1733, in which a disgruntled, marginal scholar from Hunan 
Province named Zeng Jing 曾靜 tried to instigate an uprising after absorbing some of the 
aforementioned slanders against the Yongzheng emperor, as well as the anti-Manchu, 
anti-authoritarian rhetoric of a long-deceased former Ming subject, the well-known 
classicist and essayist Lü Liuliang 呂留良(1629–1683). Shrewdly, rather than punish the 
naive Zeng Jing and his one or two co-conspirators for acting on the defamations set in 
motion by his more important enemies, the emperor treated Zeng et al. magnanimously 
and made them his repentant, “enlightened” tools in a counterpropaganda campaign. In a 
four-juan tract entitled Dayi juemi lu 大意覺迷錄 (“Realization of Misplaced Loyalty”), 
the emperor boldly set forth Zeng’s arguments (mostly derived from Lü’s works)

xxvii

xxvi one 
by one as foils against which to expound on why the Qing state and its ruler were due 
allegiance. Using counterarguments that would have rung hollow two or three decades 
before, he emphasized the virtue of the Manchus, especially in having saved China from 
the double evils of Ming dynastic degeneration and rebel scourges by recovering peace 
and order. Also stressed was the importance of faithful service, on the part of both 
officials and commoners, to the current head of the dynasty that Heaven had chosen 
(impartially regarding ethnicity) in view of that virtue.  

On the negative side, the remains of Lü Liuliang, his son, and one disciple were 
disinterred, dismembered, and publicly exposed, and Lü’s direct descendants and 
disciples were either executed or exiled to punish the incitement of discontent by those 

Copies of the Dayi juemi lu 
were issued to educational institutions and local government units throughout the country 
for careful explication by officials to the populace. 
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who had lived on to enjoy the benefits of Qing rule. And Yongzheng also took the 
occasion to shake an admonitory fist at intellectuals in Lü’s home province, Zhejiang, 
whose loyalty he, like his predecessors on the throne, had found perfidiously thin.xxviii  
However, though Zeng Jing’s seditious writings were destroyed, no attempt was made to 
eradicate those of Lü Liuliang, which had circulated widely for three-quarters of a cen-
tury. This would be left to Yongzheng’s successor, the Qianlong emperor, who not only 
promptly executed Zeng Jing and halted dissemination of the Dayi juemi luxxix

What of private writings during this period? They were in steep numerical decline.  I 
know of only two scholars who actively wrote on conquest-period affairs from the second 
through the fifth decades of the eighteenth century: Yang Lurong 楊陸榮 and Quan 
Zuwang 全祖望. Very different in orientation and sympathy, they nevertheless exhibit 
some common tendencies. And elements in both men’s historical work on the Ming-Qing 
conflict show that, as was to be the case in the Qianlong emperor’s project to compile the 
Siku quanshu 四庫全書 (“Complete Library in Four Treasuries”),

 but later 
developed on an immense scale the yin 陰 and yang 陽 sorts of manipulations one sees 
in the Zeng Jing case—the first use of private writings from the Ming-Qing transition to 
propagate Manchu-Qing political ideology. 

xxx

Licentiate Yang Lurong was a minor poet, classicist, and historian from Qingpu 青
浦 County (Songjiang Pref., Jiangsu) about whom little is known except that, from his 
writings on the end of the Ming, he seems to have had a respectful relationship with 
Wang Hongxu (whose home was in the neighboring county southeast of Qingpu) and to 
have had knowledge of the contents of the Draft Ming History in progress.

xxxii

xxxiii

xxxiv

 the “minting of the 
Qianlong coin” on the history of the Ming-Qing conflict was not purely an autocratic 
imposition on the intelligentsia. It was the product of an age in which the court served its 
own interests by putting to use certain values of the contemporaneous scholarly 
community. 

xxxi In the fanli 
to his first publication, a chronicle of the southern claimants’ courts (actually all five of 
them), which appears to have originally been titled Sanfan jishi benmo 三藩紀事本末, 
Yang states that, although various earlier sources had been used, “taken as standard is the 
[information in] the biographies that the eminent Minister of Revenues Wang [Hongxu] 
was imperially ordered to separately compile.”  This is dated 1717—three years after 
Wang submitted the draft biographies to the Kangxi emperor. Yang’s subsequent work, 
the Yinwan lu 殷頑錄, is a collection of accounts of the deaths of 477 men who died out 
of loyalty to the Ming dynasty.  Dated 1721, two years before Wang submitted the 
whole Draft Ming History to the throne, it states among its compilation principles that the 
accounts are arranged in chronological order of death, not according to the subjects’ noble 
or civil service ranks under the Ming, “in deference to the national [Qing] history.”  This 
phrase suggests that Yang knew of a special collection of biographies of meritorious 
officials from the reigns of Nurhaci, Hungtaiji, and Shunzhi, which had been commis-
sioned by the Kangxi emperor and was to be arranged strictly according to the men’s 
dates of birth—not according to ranks attained or time at which they joined the Manchu 
enterprise.  

Since the Sanfan jishi benmo and the Yinwan lu supply exactly two things that are 
omitted from the Draft and the Ming History—annals of the Southern Ming courts and 
biographical detail on the righteous resistance of large numbers of Ming figures—it 
seems reasonable to suspect that Yang Lurong was the recipient of materials that Wang 
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Hongxu had found dispensable in the official history and perhaps of cues from Wang as 
to how they could safely be used in private publications. 

In any case, Yang Lurong certainly was attuned to the court’s jaundiced view of pro-
Ming matters in his day, and he played to that sentiment. In the preface to the Sanfan jishi 
benmo, anticipating the title of the Yinwan lu (“Record of the Unsubmissive [Subjects of] 
Yin”), he expatiates on a classical theme: the magnanimous treatment of the recalcitrant, 
conquered people of the deservedly fallen Shang 商 (or Yin 殷) dynasty by the de-
servedly victorious—and legendarily long and great—Zhou dynasty. Recall that this 
allusion had served middle-Kangxi-period editors, who wished to see late-Ming figures 
treated generously, to the imagined satisfaction of those figures themselves.xxxv

they brought ruin to the border regions in broadly opposing Heaven’s Court. The 
force of the Ming having already earned Heaven’s ire, they still thought to be ob-
streperous and take the dangerous path. How could one regard this disobedience as 
“human feeling” or this contrariness as “righteousness”?… Thus, the various [South-
ern Ming] princes [fan 藩], in their risings and fallings, simply brought to their own 
bodies the axe and guillotine. (Preface to the Sanfan jishi benmo) 

 Also, 
among seventeenth-century cultural loyalists it had been a popular means of justifying 
writing about heroes of the Ming resistance. In that earlier time, emphasis had been on the 
diehard devotion of “Shang/Yin,” and the message had been assuaging, even up-lifting, to 
Ming loyalists and sympathizers. But in Yang Lurong’s hands the same device was used 
to emphasize the correctness and virtue of “Zhou,” with a sharp edge turned toward the 
unaccepting—indeed, the ungrateful. In Yang’s view, after a certain condonable period of 
resistance, the Ming-restorationist leaders, especially seeing their own disarray, should 
have “gone along with Heaven’s wishes above and those of the people below.” Instead, 

Those who wished to maintain Ming loyalty could have honorably done so by com-
mitting suicide, Yang opines. They should not have continued to incite armed hostilities. 

This standpoint is soberly reinforced in the Yinwan lu, which focuses on honorable 
deaths to the exclusion of all else about its subjects and the exclusion of those who may 
have maintained dignity but did not choose to die. A “good death” is defined as dying 
straightway for one’s country rather than for one’s family, and dying straightway in the 
line of public duty rather than apart from it. Those who took their time about dying, re-
peatedly stumbling and rising again over many years of senseless resistance, and those 
who “had held no position but rashly created incidents, whose hearts were less than pure 
and whose effect was only to drive [the people like] fish into [the Qing] pond, their indi-
vidual rallying cries causing the obliteration of ten thousand lives”—such men, though 
they at least had taken some action, had “not known [Heaven’s] command.” Men who 
merely left their posts and secluded themselves, eschewing any subsequent political 
involvement, are regarded as poor examples and separated out. Moreover, the many who 
died in continued resistance after 1650–1651 (when the Qing were able to permanently 
occupy Liang-Guang, forcing a ragtag Yongli court into the far Southwest) are not 
recorded because they had crossed the line between simply not understanding Heaven’s 
command and refusing to recognize a newly formed authority. They had benightedly 
resisted an obviously legitimate recipient of the Mandate, so they were not covered by the 
favorable connotation of wan 頑.xxxvi  
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The section headings in the Sanfan jishi benmo also permit no ambiguity about 
Yang’s interpretive stance: the princes of Fu, Tang, and Gui are said to have “usurped” 
imperial titles 僭號; the princes of Lu (Zhu Yihai 朱以海) and Yi 益 (Zhu Youben 由
本) are said to have “occupied” 據 and “disrupted” 擾 parts of Zhejiang and Jiangxi, 
respectively; Ming-loyalist territories are “pacified” 平 by rightful campaigns 征
undertaken by the “royal troops” 王師 of the Qing; and important Ming provincial 
officials such as Yang Tinglin 楊廷麟, He Tengjiao 何騰蛟, and Qu Shisi 瞿式耜, who 
went down with their ships, are featured as having “sacrificed themselves” 殉 for their 
jurisdictions, while the erstwhile rebels Sun Kewang 孫可望 and Li Dingguo 李定國 
are characterized as having been “divisive” 構隙 and the unreasonable holdout Zheng 
Chenggong as having sown “chaos” 亂 in the country. This sort of flatly categorical 
language and bald justification of Qing measures could hardly have stood in the latter half 
of the seventeenth century. 

In the second quarter of the eighteenth century, Yang Lurong may have expected 
these writings to gain favor with the Qing court, but they did not go over well with at 
least one person who still cared deeply about the historical record of the Ming resistance.  
Quan Zuwang (see I.E.19) severely criticized the Sanfan jishi benmo in a letter to one of 
the early-Yongzheng compilers of the Ming History, Lu Kuixun 陸奎勳,xxxvii

xxxviii

xxxix

 saying that 
it “consists entirely of careless words and contains more errors of persons, places, and 
dates than one could ever count.” He went on at length to show that the prince of Lu was 
not murdered by Zheng Chenggong, as Yang had written (and as the Ming History main-
tained in spite of Quan’s objections), and that Zheng, too, should be considered one of the 
wanmin 頑民 who “did not abandon devotion to the former state.”  Moreover, in a 
separate series of historiographical arguments that Quan sent to the Ming History Office 
he had the temerity to call Wang Hongxu’s Draft “laughable,” as well as “unusable” on 
another score.  

Quan had never been one to mince words when it came to scholarship. A talented 
and prolific classicist, historian, and poet, his reputation among litterateurs and wealthy 
patrons in the Jiang-Zhe region had grown rapidly after he first participated in the 
Zhejiang provincial examinations in 1720 at the age of only sixteen. Much taken with his 
own prowess, Quan relished a pugilistic style of scholarly debate. This earned him both a 
certain kind of celebrity and some powerful enemies when he entered the competitive 
literary atmosphere of the national capital first in 1730 (probably on an exploratory visit) 
and again in 1732 when he passed the Shuntian 順天 prefectural juren 舉人 examin-
ation and was retained in the Ministry of Personnel. Quan’s first wife having died, in 
1735 he married the daughter of a Manchu Hanlin academician who had taken the Chi-
nese name Cao Chuntai 曹春臺. His prospects continued to rise as he was nominated in 
1733 for the prestigious boxue hongci 博學鴻詞 (“Breadth in Learning and Vastness in 
Letters”) examination, obtained jinshi status in 1736, and thereupon was appointed to the 
Hanlin Academy.xl

Quan’s most important patrons in Beijing, Li Fu 李紱 and Fang Bao 方苞, also 
were noted for their sharp repartee and willingness to offend.

 

xli For that reason, and 
because of his vigor as a bureaucratic clique builder, Li Fu, in particular, had formed a 
mutually inimical relationship with the formidable grand secretary Zhang Tingyu (see p. 
51). Quan followed his patron’s suit, crossing Zhang in a number of ways (his critical 
communications to the Ming History Office, of which Zhang was director, should be 
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viewed in this light). It is generally thought that Zhang had Quan in mind when he put 
through a ruling, at the eleventh hour, that those who already held the jinshi degree would 
be barred from taking the boxue hongci examination when it eventually took place in 
1737 and that Zhang was behind Quan’s poor evaluation in the Hanlin Academy and 
assignment to a mere magistracy in that same year. Quan declined that appointment and 
other opportunities for posts and returned south the following winter, never to enter 
officialdom again. Having used up considerable personal and family resources in his bid 
for honors and influence in the capital, Quan soon was beset by the successive deaths of 
his father, mother, and paternal grandmother in 1738–1739. These circumstances plunged 
him into a state of penury and ill health from which he never fully recovered.xlii

No one could suspect Quan Zuwang of naiveté about power politics. Not only had he 
been involved in top-level clique machinations for years, but two of his close associates 
had been implicated in the Dai Mingshi and Zeng Jing/Lü Liuliang cases, respectively, 
and had suffered imprisonment and exile.xliii

 

 

Quan’s scholarly boosterism was marked by an especially strong sympathy for vet-
erans of the Ming-Qing conflict because of his particular family background and up-
bringing. The Quan lineage of Yin 鄞 County had been noted for the large numbers of its 
licentiates who had given up that privileged status with the end of the Ming and never 
entered the Qing examination rosters. Most outstanding among them had been Zuwang’s 
great-grandfather, Quan Dacheng 全大程 (1608–1667), who had been active in East 
Zhejiang resistance efforts surrounding the court of Regent Lu. Zuwang’s grandfather and 
father had regaled him with stories about the conquest-period exploits of Quan Dacheng 
and other men from their home area since his childhood. Moreover, a great-aunt of 
Quan’s was a daughter of perhaps the most revered resistance hero of the region, Zhang 
Huangyan (see I.D.2). She stimulated some of Zuwang’s earliest exercises in scouring 
locales for portraits and written accounts of forebears to satisfy the emotional needs of 
descendants.

(Note that the time span of the Zeng/Lü 
persecutions, Yongzheng’s propaganda campaigns, and Qianlong’s execution of Zeng 
Jing corresponds closely with Quan’s period of activity in the capital.) Yet none of Quan 
Zuwang’s political experiences seem to have had any inhibiting effect on his pursuit of a 
lifelong interest in the local history of his home prefecture, Ningbo 寧波, and by exten-
sion, of the East Zhejiang region, in which the exceptionally long and deep tradition of 
Confucian moral righteousness and steadfast political loyalty formed an important 
subdivision. 

xliv

Although many of Quan Zuwang’s heroes, such as Zhang Huangyan and Qian Suyue 
(see I.E.13), had died as a result of maintaining active resistance, others whom he greatly 
admired had given up the resistance after a point but had firmly resisted being forced or 
lured into Qing service—Quan’s great-grandfather, for instance, and the man whose 
scholarship Quan most emulated, Huang Zongxi (see I.C.10).

 Before leaving for Beijing at twenty-nine sui, Quan had established a 
minor specialization in this sort of historical work, which would help to sustain his 
livelihood after he returned. 

xlv Consequently, Quan 
sought to diminish the distinction between righteous death and righteous life by placing 
primary emphasis on the common determination to “not serve two dynasties” 不仕二姓. 
For Quan, the most important distinction to be made—one being obviated in the Ming 
History—was between those who had stood firmly (not necessarily by dying) on the 
principle of loyalty to the state (and emperor[s]) under which they were nurtured to 
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adulthood, and those who had died by happenstance or merely went on living under a new 
dynasty and did not take office for any number of other reasons. In two of his 
communications to the Ming History Office, Quan set forth the somewhat novel argu-
ment that a latter portion of the “loyal and righteous” biography section be set aside for 
those who had “refused to serve out of principled opposition” 抗節不仕. In other words, 
those who had declined service under the Qing because of Ming loyalties should be 
featured as “loyal and righteous” in the Ming History and not be left to incur the post-
humous humiliation of being written up somewhere in the future dynastic history of the 
Qing, a state they had opposed.xlvi

Especially after the termination of Quan’s official career, when he had to support his 
family by “plowing with a pen,” his ardent feelings about the loyal and righteous, com-
bined with his intimate knowledge of Ningbo and East Zhejiang history, served him well.  
He came much into demand among well-to-do families of that region to write moving and 
colorful yet richly accurate “social biography”—various sorts of epitaphs and tomb 
inscriptions, biographical sketches to accompany ancestral portraits, “family biographies” 
for preservation among clan treasures and records, “accounts of conduct” commissioned 
by relatives of deceased officials, and the like.xlvii

xlviii

  

 Into this sort of composition, and into 
the annotated poetry collection Xu Yongshang qijiu shi (I.E.19), Quan poured his exten-
sive knowledge of local men and their comrades in arms who had performed valiantly in 
the defense of East Zhejiang and northern Fujian, who had become martyrs in under-
ground resistance after the Qing occupations of Zhe-Min, who had stuck doggedly with 
Regent Lu along the coast, or who had engaged for years in harassment of Qing positions 
from offshore islands, sometimes in collaboration with Zheng Chenggong. Frequently 
such items were written at the behest of descendants of the subjects or their close asso-
ciates—descendants who had assumed responsibility for commemorative observances 
and grave-site refurbishment as the hundredth-year anniversaries of the subjects’ deaths 
drew near. Significantly, most of Quan’s writings in this vein were done for semipublic 
reading or public display.  There was nothing covert about it.xlix

As one might expect, in the twentieth century Quan Zuwang has been touted as a 
“patriot-historian” who was “imbued with the pride and dignity of the [Han Chinese] 
people,” praise which strongly implies anti-Qing sentiment. Only in recent years have 
Chinese scholars dissented from that view,

 

l pointing out that: (a) Quan was very much a 
part of the Qing elite, having been sanguine about gaining high office, having married a 
Manchu woman of high rank, and having continued to cultivate good relations with Man-
chu officials;li (b) despite his use of many moving quotations from the writings of past 
anti-Qing figures in his commemorative pieces, he himself frequently lauded the Qing, 
sometimes criticized the late Ming (even some elements in the resistance movement), and 
never emphasized “the distinction between barbarians and Chinese”; and (c) he applied 
the same standard of loyalty to Qing as to Ming figureslii

In my view, heavy weight must be given to the psychological factor in Quan Zu-
wang’s case. He was an egotistically contrary man, who seems always to have purposely 
identified with what was out of favor or fashion. When Zhang Tingyu was the most pow-
erful patron in the government, Quan attached himself to Zhang’s nemesis, Li Fu, who 

—he simply had less occasion to 
write about the former. Also, Quan tended to focus on individuals and small groups, 
avoiding the larger sweep of affairs or any assignment of dynastic legitimacy to the 
Southern Ming regimes. 
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then was on probationary appointment, having been convicted of provincial wrongdoings.  
At a time when Cheng-Zhu 程朱 neo-Confucian philosophy had regained its orthodox 
footing, he identified with and promoted the declining Lu-Wang 陸王 school. While not 
failing to acquire the philological skills that were consummate in Qianlong-period schol-
arship, the fundamentals of which were attributed to the precise “West Zhejiang Learn-
ing”liii

In the present context, however, most important to note about Quan’s historiography 
is its contribution to the “minting” of the Qianlong “coin,” which bore in sharp relief an 
emphasis on not serving more than one dynasty. Unlike Yang Lurong, Quan keenly em-
pathized with many of the historical figures about whom he wrote. But, as in Yang’s case, 
the passage of time allowed Quan to apply to them standards of conduct that were higher, 
more rigid, and more two-sided than was characteristic of his seventeenth-century prede-
cessors among historians of the Ming-Qing transition. Both men participated in a trend to 
frame the issues of the conquest period in more abstract, generalized terms of right and 
wrong. Once smelted in this way, the events and actors could be cast into a sort of 
currency with a face value that was more important than its specie value. Added to the 
accumulated deposits in the bank of Chinese didactic lore about loyalty and betrayal, 
dedication and perfidy, they could be “drawn on” for future needs without much reference 
to the specific political entities conflict among which had occasioned those edifying 
struggles. Different as they were, both Yang and Quan helped to make the pro-Ming 
resistance saga available for reinforcement of loyalty to the Qing. 

 of such figures as Gu Yanwu (see I.C.16) and Hui Dong 惠棟 (1697–1758), Quan 
championed as an alternate style the more empathetic scholarship of East Zhejiang repre-
sented by Wang Yinglin 王應麟 (1223–1296), Huang Zongxi, and Wan Sitong (see 
chap. II). The Yongzheng emperor having chastised intellectuals of Zhejiang for their 
weak commitment to the dynasty during and after the Zeng/Lü persecution (the Qianlong 
emperor, in effect, repudiated his father’s handling of that case), Quan stood up for them 
and their heritage of political righteousness. And, when the Ming-Qing conflict had 
become an unattractive topic to most, he specialized in it. 

Also important to note is that, after the passing in 1755 of Quan Zuwang, his pecu-   
liar circumstances, and peculiar attitude, historical study of the Ming-Qing conflict hit 
rock bottom. Two years after Quan’s death, a retired provincial official named Peng 
Jiaping 彭家屏 was forced to commit suicide in a truly strange case of “literary” 
persecution. He was charged with fostering anti-Qing sentiment, partly because some 
common and innocuous writings (including items from the late and Southern Ming) were 
found in his home, after he attempted to expose the malfeasances of the Manchu gover-
nor of Henan, Turbinga.liv

Lest one imagine that a fearful atmosphere inhibited interest in early-Qing history 
during the decade following the Peng Jiaping case, consider the unique phenomenon of 
Jiang Liangqi and his Donghua lu (III.C.2). Jiang, the scion of a Qing official family of 
high standing, had a successful and trouble-free bureaucratic career, rising to the impor-
tant posts of Fengtian 奉天 prefect and Transmission Office commissioner, and he 

 As we have seen previously, such aberrant cases, with their 
murky ulterior causes, had little negative effect on private scholarship as long as 
positively motivating counterforces obtained. After the coincidence of Quan Zuwang’s 
situation with the hundredth-year observance of deaths related to the Qing conquest, there 
remained no more positive motivations in middle-eighteenth-century society for pursuing 
the history of the Ming-Qing conflict. 
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engaged in the scholarly arts common among gentlemen of his day. In 1765, when the 
Qianlong emperor ordered an across-the-board revision of the Veritable Records (shilu 
實錄) of his predecessors’ reigns (see III.A.2), Jiang was assigned to be a compiler in the 
Historiography Institute. In his term of service there, Jiang casually made hand copies of 
imperial archive documents that he found of interest, dating from Nurhaci’s time through 
the Yongzheng reign. Eventually he compiled those transcriptions into thirty-two juan, 
which he freely allowed others to copy, not concealing his identity or role. Perhaps 
because many of the items reflected rather badly on early-Qing government, the Donghua 
lu was not published in Jiang’s lifetime. But manuscript copies circulated widely, in 
various juan numberings and degrees of fidelity, and it was a popular item not only in 
China but also in Japan, where the first imprint was made circa 1807.lv

Failure to publish the Donghua lu may indicate political caution, but Jiang Liangqi’s 
indulgence in compiling and circulating it exemplifies the propensity of eighteenth-
century scholars to do what interested them, despite the occasional eruption of cases such 
as that of Peng Jiaping. And during the middle Qianlong period, apart from finger licking 
over revelations from the imperial archives, there simply seems to have been little interest 
in the history of the conquest period. Thus, we have the striking fact that writing and 
publication about the Ming-Qing conflict reached their lowest level in the two decades 
before, not after, the notorious “Qianlong inquisition,” which is supposed to have had 
devastating effects on the record and pursuit of Ming-to-Qing history. 

  

 
 

MINTING THE COIN 

Not coincidentally, during the doldrums of private historical work on the Ming-Qing con-
flict, official work was picking up and proceeding with ever greater confidence. The word 
“confidence” surely is inadequate to characterize the grandiose and imperious way in 
which the Qianlong emperor went about things. He consciously projected an image of 
himself as the rightful, consummate arbiter of high culture, including historiography.lvi  
Reigning at the height of Qing socioeconomic prosperity and governmental fitness, 
untroubled by doubts over the legitimacy of his rule or challenges from within the 
Manchu elite, Qianlong could afford both to be more magnanimous than his predecessors 
in the late-Kangxi and Yongzheng periods in evaluating the Ming-Qing transition and to 
be more thoroughgoing—even at the risk of social and bureaucratic disruption—in en-
forcing conformity with his evaluations. Various measures undertaken in the latter part of 
his reign, from the late 1760s through the 1780s, resulted in the provision of clear 
guidelines to the Chinese intelligentsia regarding how and how not to write about the rise 
of Manchu power, the fall of the Ming, and the establishment of Qing authority in 
China.lvii

Concurrent with revision of the previous Qing rulers’ shilu engaged in by Jiang 
Liangqi had been another imperially commissioned historical undertaking, suitably grand 
in scope: a revision of the venerable Zizhi tongjian 資治通鑒 by Sima Guang 司馬光 
(1019–1086), along with its various continuations, and an extension of that project 
through the end of the Ming dynasty.lviii

 

 The resulting Lidai tongjian jilan 歷代通鑒輯
覽 was submitted to the throne for approval in 1767.lix Two years later, the emperor 
issued a stern posthumous condemnation of the prominent late-Ming minister and 
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litterateur Qian Qianyi 錢謙益, who had led other officials of the Hongguang court in 
capitulating to the Qing in 1645, had briefly held a high post in the Qing court, and in 
retirement had been accused of harboring a seditionist. The Qianlong emperor 
castigated Qian for his perfidy in failing to die for the Ming and in turning coat, but 
even more for his continued use of “wild, howling language” and “slander of the 
present ruling house” after he had disgracefully chosen to prolong his contemptible 
life and enjoy the benefits of Qing rule. All of his writings were ordered destroyed.lx

These two matters represent, respectively, the twin high-Qing stratagems to 
reinforce imperial legitimacy: promulgation, so to speak, of broad-spanning historical 
works of particular didactic content; and proscription of writings that detracted from 
that public instruction, holding up a few negative examples in the process. These 
stratagems seem to have been employed not out of dynastic insecurity but out of the 
same immense presumptuousness that has left us with so many masterworks of 
Chinese painting indelibly stamped with the Qianlong emperor’s oversize seal. He 
devoted the height of his reign to making large and everlasting imprints on both Han 
Chinese and Manchu culture, in such ways as to improve by both cleansing and 
edification and to assure that the Manchus would always be able to maintain a proud 
identity vis-à-vis the Han. 

  

The specific textual means by which this imprinting was pursued all related, 
directly or indirectly, to the most massive bibliographical endeavor in Chinese 
history—the famous and notorious compilation of the imperial manuscript library, Siku 
quanshu, in the course of which many thousands of valuable works were highlighted 
and preserved and many thousands of others were mangled or destroyed. R. Kent Guy 
has articulated the relation between what one might call the yin and yang aspects of 
the Siku project in three stages: 

The first, lasting from February 1772 to September 1774, saw most of the book 
collection for the Siku project but very little banning. Only gradually was the 
policy of censorship and suppression formulated; not until 10 September 1774 did 
the emperor order a systematic campaign against seditious books. During the 
second phase, from September 1774 until December 1780, the campaign grew 
rapidly but largely for reasons outside the emperor’s control. Partly because the 
nature of sedition was still ill-defined, and partly because the rewards for success-
ful prosecution were great, the effort afforded opportunities for many to advance 
their interests with hastily formulated indictments and overly severe enforce-
ments.… The central government stepped in during the third phase of the cam-
paign, December 1780 to the end of the reign (1796), to systematize procedures 
for identifying and collecting treasonous books, and to reduce the potential for 
social disruption. (1987: 158) 
On the laudable side, approximately 10,254 titles were reviewed by the Siku 

commission, and the resulting comments were preserved in the great bibliographic 
compendium Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao (see SKTY). Of those reviewed, the texts of 
about 3,460 were copied into the “Four Treasuries.”lxi On the destructive side, fewer firm 
statistics are available, but it appears that in the various provincial centers the pages of 
well over 2,000 volumes were subjected to arbitrary change and deletion, more than 
68,000 printing blocks (i.e., potential double pages) were obliterated or burned, and the 
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total number of titles listed for complete (the great majority) or partial destruction 
approached 4,000 during the fifteen or so years (ca. 1774–88) that this “inquisition” was 
in real effect.lxii

The most systematic aspect of the search for offensive books was its censuslike geo-
graphic and demographic coverage. On the less systematic side (where numerous absur-
dities appeared), just what sort of content was to be proscribed was not stated for a long 
time, and the various provincial offices, the Siku commission, and the Grand Council 
each compiled its own ad hoc listings of banned books. Not until 1782 did the commis-
sion, under the special direction of Grand Secretary Ying Lian 英廉, distribute the first 
“Index Expurgatorius” 禁書總目 and issue a limiting directive on proscribable con-
tent.lxiii

 

 This was an effort to reduce the excesses of inquisitors, which by that time had 
grown rampant. But the emperor’s frequent admonishments that searches be conducted 
with maximum tact were negated, in effect, by his simultaneous insistence on thorough-
ness and public obedience. Lacking specific criteria but anxious to conform with imperial 
policy and gain rewards, officials and functionaries indiscriminately confiscated, marred, 
and destroyed vaguely objectionable materials, often on barely justifiable grounds. The 
present-day assumption that intellectuals of that day abhorred or at least disapproved this 
destruction must be tempered by the fact that, in scholarly circles, a strong conservatism 
prevailed in the Qianlong period, which well disposed many litterateurs toward proscrib-
ing and expunging “harmful,” nondidactic, and noncanonical writings.lxiv

It was clear from the outset that the Qianlong emperor wanted to eradicate public 
knowledge of the strong anti-Manchu sentiment that had been generated by the Qing con-
quest; of the vulgar or pejorative terms that often had been applied to the Manchus or 
related northern steppe peoples, their camps, and territories; and of “unreasonable, exag-
gerated” portrayals of historically recurrent conflicts between the Han Chinese and 
northern invaders such as the Jurchens or the Mongols (in which connection even the Jin 
and Yuan standard histories, as well as the Ming History, completed under Qing-imperial 
auspices, were ordered revised—mainly in nomenclature).

 

lxv But the inquisition’s bite 
also came to encompass contemporary sedition, military manuals from unauthorized 
quarters, favorable or noncondemnatory treatment of the late-Ming “eunuch cliques” or of 
Wu Sangui and the Three Feudatories, any unorthodox (i.e., anti–Cheng-Zhu) inter-
pretation of the Confucian canon, and any literary works deemed distasteful or corrosive 
of public morality.lxvi

Though formulated and enforced haphazardly, the criteria for proscription gradually 
became known at large, and by the end of this inquisition historians had a fairly clear pic-
ture of how Ming history was not to be written. As for how it was to be written, here the 
Qianlong emperor struck a pose of great broadmindedness.lxvii

 Also, in addition to Qian Qianyi, the “chief villains” came to 
include the previously proscribed Lü Liuliang (see p. 53), Qu Dajun (see II.18), and Jin 
Bao (see pp. 26–27 and I.H.10), all of whom were said to have continued their pro-Ming 
“rantings” while living under Qing rule. 

 
The first step was an edict of December 16, 1775 (QL40/閏 10/24), condoning use of 

Hongguang, Longwu, and Yongli reign titles in works that otherwise contained nothing 
objectionable and ordering that annals be added to the Lidai tongjian jilan for the most 
substantial of the rump Ming regimes, Hongguang.lxviii Comparing the initial potential of 
the Nanking court with that of the first Southern Song emperor, Qianlong stipulated dual 
use of Shunzhi and Hongguang reign titles for the year between the Chongzhen emper-
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or’s death and the prince of Fu’s capture at Wuhu 蕪湖, at which point the Ming dynasty 
was to be declared ended. Though the regimes of the princes of Tang and Gui were 
dismissed as unworthy to be considered “reigns,” historical veracity demanded that those 
princes and the men who served them be treated fairly in beginning-to-end narratives 
appended to the Chongzhen and Hongguang annals.lxix

Two weeks later, a study was ordered of Qing official sources on Ming events

 Thus, the Qianlong emperor not 
only graciously extended the formal span of the Ming dynasty but he reinstated, in the 
form of imperially commissioned chronicles, what had been taken out of the Ming 
History (see pp. 52–53). 

lxx for 
the purpose of canonizing all men who had sacrificed their lives in defense of proper 
monarchical order, or out of loyalty to their own ruling house, at two points in the 
fallen dynasty’s history: first, in 1404, when the future Yongle emperor seized the 
Nanjing capital of his less vigorous nephew, the Jianwen emperor, and usurped the 
Ming throne (see p. 51); second, in the last years of the Ming dynasty, during which 
many upright men either fell victim to “eunuch clique” and “pernicious element” 
persecutions in government service or died nobly in battle or suicide when their 
locales or jurisdictions fell, whether to bandits or to pacifying Qing forces. The latter 
gesture was officially explained as a continuation of the Shunzhi emperor’s unprece-
dented magnanimity in honoring twenty Ming officials who died when rebels seized 
the Chongzhen court. Such a continuation had been so long delayed, it was said, 
owing to lack of reliable information and because posthumous honorifics bestowed by 
the Hongguang regime had to be discarded as the worthless products of factional 
bias.lxxi

The result of this effort was the (Qinding) Shengchao xunjie zhuchen lu (欽定) 
勝朝殉節諸臣錄 ("Record of Various Subjects Who Died Out of Loyalty to the 
Fallen Dy-nasty"), completed in 1776.lxxii

lxxiii

 Thus, two matters that had been extremely sensitive in the Kangxi and Yong-
zheng periods—the Yongle usurpation and the many Ming-loyalist deaths incurred 
resisting the Qing—had now become manageable. 

 This dry listing, which at most provides a 
very sparse bureaucratic vita plus time and place of death for each martyr, assigns 
special honorary titles to 33 figures who were outstanding throughout their lives and 
standard titles (in four categories) to 1,505 other men notable chiefly for their exem-
plary deaths. In addition, the names of 2,249 nonofficials (too insignificant, therefore, 
to warrant biographical inquiry) are designated for special commemoration in their 
respective places of origin. Even before the Shengchao lu was finished, the effects of 
measures taken toward its production could be seen even in remote parts of the 
country—for instance, the request to establish a memorial shrine for He Tengjiao on 
the precincts of a new academy, the Liyang shuyuan 黎陽書院, by the prefect of He’s 
home locale, Liping 黎平, Guizhou, in 1775.  

The third step, taken after the Qianlong emperor had personally appraised many 
works submitted from the provinces, was an edict of December 27, 1776 (QL41/11/17), 
the major aim of which was to stipulate destruction of only selected portions in otherwise 
valuable works—such as anthologies or collections of memorials and essays on govern-
ance—that contained writings by the “chief villains” or discussions of anti-Manchu 
defense policy from the official Ming viewpoint. But a secondary aim was to delineate the 

Useful to the historian for little 
more than determining the honorifics conferred or recognized in the Qing period, the 
Shengchao lu is the epitome of high-Qing emphasis on righteous death. 
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manner in which worthies from the end of the Ming were to be upheld for admiration.  
Citing a whole array of “pure-element” leaders (such as Liu Zongzhou [see I.C.14] and 
Huang Daozhou [see I.E.4]), the emperor pointed out that such men, in the first place, had 
risked and sacrificed their lives in unswerving defense of the integrity and existence of 
their ruling house. So far this is similar to the editorial policy for such figures in the 
liezhuan section of the 1739 version of the Ming History. But the Qianlong emperor went 
farther. Even more noteworthy than their perils and deaths, he said, were their protest-
filled writings, which showed clearly “how Ming glory had waned and could not be 
recovered.” He continued: “If the government of that time had taken to heart the advice of 
all these men, the dynasty would not have been lost so precipitously,” and “if such men 
were not listened to, did not the Ming house deserve annihilation?”lxxiv 

Qianlong guidelines for scholarly treatment of the Ming-Qing conflict were complete 
with the emperor’s edict of January 11, 1777, resolving a question faced by his own His-
toriography Institute, which had been sharpened by compilation of the Shengchao xunjie 
zhuchen lu: how should Qing dynastic records treat those numerous men who (in re-
sponse to strong Manchu inducements) had abandoned Ming allegiance and pursued offi-
cial careers under Qing rule? Rightfully, their biographies had not been entered in the 
Ming History. But if treated in the future official Qing history, how could men who, 
“unable to sacrifice themselves in crisis, survived by luck in fear of death and shame-
facedly changed allegiances” go undistinguished from those “pure and flawless” Han 
Chinese who had served the Manchu court from its earliest days in East Liao? “Taking 
into consideration the scale of effecting our grand unification,” the emperor expostulated, 
“it naturally was necessary to employ such men to calm people’s hearts and clarify [the 
consequences of] compliance and disobedience. But discussing them now under peaceful 
conditions,… how can they ever again be called men of integrity?”

The sanctioned 
research rationale and selection criteria for Ming-end figures were manifest: their isolated 
luminance should cast into stark relief the tarnish and irremediable rust of Ming 
conditions as a whole. 

lxxv

The emperor’s solution was to create a new biographical category for “two-time offi-
cials” (erchen 貳臣), that is, for those who joined the Qing side under the pressures of 
expansion and conquest. Biographies of this kind, intended for eventual use in the stan-
dard history of the Qing, were later published separately with the title (Qinding guoshi) 
erchen zhuan (欽定國史) 貳臣傳.lxxvi

 

 

(甲) The meritorious who 

Under the emperor’s intense supervision, 120 
figures who warranted didactic treatment were finely subcategorized and arranged in the 
following order: 

1. Later died for the Qing cause 
2. Earned high honors 
3. Were especially diligent in Qing service 

(乙) The unmeritorious who 
1. Established no significant record 
2. Committed offenses 
3. Surrendered as renegades or after collaboration with the rebelslxxvii 

So preoccupied was the Qianlong emperor with ranking men according to the 
absolute standard of loyalty to one’s state, in accord with the post-Song Chinese tradition, 
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that he was willing to judgmentally segregate many charter members of the conquest elite 
from others. In particular, he sweepingly subjected leaders of the historically indispen-
sable “Chinese martial” (Hanjun 漢軍) to a “peculiar process of change back from being 
the conquerors to being the conquered.”lxxviii 

Concurrent with production of this battery of works clarifying the imperial view of   
the decline and fall of the Ming had been vigorous historiographical and genealogical 
encodation of the rise of the Manchu people and formation of the Latter Jin/Qing state.  
The Qianlong emperor began with the specific events of the conquest of the Liao region 
in the first half of the seventeenth century and then extended his vision of Manchu destiny 
all the way back to the Han dynasty. First to be commissioned but taking the longest to 
complete (fourteen years, 1773–1786) was the (Huang Qing) Kaiguo fanglue  (皇清)開
國方略.lxxix

Thus, a very important element in the Ming-
Qing conflict, unplaceable theretofore in Qing official historiography, was suitably 
labeled and placed—though not without some violence to the actual record in pursuit of a 
clear, hierarchical categorization. 

 This is a chronicle of Manchu accomplishments in establishing control over 
all of Liaodong and occupying North China, from the beginning of Nur-haci’s career in 
1583 to the arrival of the newly enthroned Shunzhi emperor in Beijing in the 10th month 
of 1644. Besides screening out many things in the archival record that showed conflict 
within the Manchu leadership and between the Manchus and peoples who came under 
their sway in Liaodong,lxxx

Commissioned later but completed sooner (1777–1783) was the (Qinding) Manzhou 
yuanliu kao (欽定)滿洲源流考 (“Researches on Manchu Origins”),lxxxi

lxxxii

 it relentlessly portrays the Ming as having provoked hostilities 
and having caused great losses of life and matériel—by arrogantly refusing to recognize 
the Manchus’ inherent right as an independent nation to rule the Liao region; through 
double-dealing and unjust treatment of the Manchus; and by per-versely breaking 
agreements and ignoring Manchu efforts to achieve peaceful relations. The seizure of 
North China is presented as an unforeseen outcome of having to act on a moral duty to 
“save the people from water and fire” when the Manchu leadership re-ceived the 
shocking news of the rebel occupation of Beijing and the death of the Chong-zhen 
emperor. 

 studied in depth 
by Pamela Crossley. Though this work does not specifically concern the Ming-Qing 
conflict of the seventeenth century, its ideological intent to establish unquestionably the 
Manchus’ receipt of the mantle of previous sovereign peoples who had successfully ruled 
the Northeast (as well as substantial parts of “China inside the Pass”) is an important 
backdrop to the Kaiguo fanglue, in particular, and to a whole array of imperially spon-
sored literary projects of the Qianlong period. In Crossley’s words: “The central conceit 
of the Researches is that Manchu state and society were the culmination of millennia of 
political and cultural development in the Northeast…” where the Manchus long had held 
a “right to rule” entirely unpredicated on Ming dispensations.  

To summarize and elaborate, the “Qianlong coin” was minted to accomplish the 
following: 

The solidification of 
this claim was essential to maintaining the position that the Manchus had not received 
any transferral of “Heaven’s Mandate” from the Ming; rather, they had held their own 
Heav-enly destiny, which their great leaders were perspicaciously bringing to maturation 
just as that of the Ming was being foolishly squandered. 
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Justify the Manchu Conquest. We see promoted in the Kaiguo fanglue and Manzhou 
yuanliu kao a sense of destiny in the rise of the Manchu-Qing state—a rise which could 
not be thwarted for long by any (even righteous) force and which was virtually fore-
ordained except for the need to sustain it with disciplined service to strong, visionary 
leaders. This more powerful legitimation of the Qing conquest now superseded in 
importance that of merely having done the right thing in 1644 when China was being 
ravaged by rebels. Recall (from pp. 14 and 36–38) that earlier reliance on the latter 
argument had made it wise for the Qing to play up the native Chinese tendency to see the 
Chongzhen emperor (after his suicide) in a favorable light—as a martyr to the evil of 
rebellion. But with the shift in emphasis to the destiny argument it became advantageous 
to provide the Ming with a stock historiographical figure, a “bad last emperor” of a 
doomed dynasty.lxxxiii 

Though the Chongzhen emperor had exhibited shortcomings as an administrator, he 
could hardly be portrayed in the requisite nefarious terms. The prince of Fu’s image, on 
the other hand, fit several aspects of the stereotype perfectly: he supposedly had been 
muddled and gullible, debauched and self-indulgent, weak willed and malleable, moody 
and irresponsible, and so on. Moreover, in comparison to the unpopular Chongzhen-
period chief grand secretary Wen Tiren 溫體仁, the Hongguang emperor’s right-hand 
man, Ma Shiying 馬士英,lxxxiv

Hence, the Qianlong emperor’s designation of Hongguang instead 
of Chongzhen as the last Ming reign period. 

 

Similarly, the “generous” inclusion of the Longwu and Yongli regimes, as continu-
ations of the loyalist spirit, if not of Ming legitimacy, had its ulterior usefulness. Thereby, 
the princes of Tang and Gui were explicitly or implicitly compared with the last Southern 
Song claimants, Princes Shi and Bing (see chap. II, n. 55), whose regimes had been truly 
ephemeral, holding little territory and lasting only three years. This obviated any need for 
speculation on the Ming claimants’ chances for reassertion, despite the acknowledged 
virtue of the prince of Tang and the extensive territory at times commanded by Yongli 
adherents. Both regimes were dismissed as utterly untenable (as was that of Regent 
Lu). Their rulers’ movements invariably were described in such terms as “stealing 
respite,” “skulking away,” “hiding out,” “floating around with no base,” or “picking 
their way over rugged roads.” To the same degree that comparable matters were 
screened out of the record of Qing affairs, rivalries among the various Southern Ming 
claimants and other Ming princes were accentuated. Supply problems and consequent 
strong-arm requisitioning were cited as evidence of their lack of support among the 
people. 

made an even more convincing “bad last prime minister.”  
Chongzhen was tragic, whereas Hongguang was tragically farcical; Chongzhen con-
ditions were bad, whereas under Hongguang they were terrible. Moreover, by comparing 
the initial potential of the short-lived Hongguang regime with that of Jianyan 建炎 
(1127–1130), the first reign of the long-lived Southern Song, its failure was made to 
appear all the more tawdry and dismal. The admonishments of such upright statesmen as 
Liu Zongzhou were easily employed as ringing corroboration of Qing indictments of the 
Nanjing court, which now was recognized so that the Ming dynasty could be ended on the 
sourest of all possible notes. 

Sanitize and Dignify the Ming versus Qing Armed Conflict. Though some detail 
occasionally is provided to vivify a few cases of especially exemplary self-sacrifice, 
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on the whole little real blood is spilled on the pages of Qianlong official chronicles of 
the conquest. The official compilers’ favorite death scenes are suicides by clear-
sighted loyalists who know the game is over; among those who die in battle or upon 
capture, the admirable ones usually simply “meet death” and the reprehensible ones 
“receive punishment.” (Blame for the pitiless execution of the last Ming claimant is 
laid on the double turncoat Wu Sangui.) Major battles and stiff resistance are forth-
rightly acknowledged, even with colossal numerical estimates of the casualties at each 
site. But we are spared the gore that often impressed private recorders. And listings of 
those known to have given their lives (in order of official and civil service rank) are 
always followed by citation of the honorifics bestowed by the Qing court, as though 
that noble gesture had been made immediately rather than 130 years or more later.  
Confrontations between Ming and Qing military leaders are depicted as tragically 
inevitable, may-the-better-man-win duels of will between duty-bound men impelled 
by equally honorable loyalties. The outcomes of their contestations having been 
historiographically determined by centuries-long national destinies—rather than by the 
contingencies of certain battles or the choices of certain personages, which had been so 
memorable to early Qing survivors—the sanguinity of events could be rinsed out of the 
historical fabric with no felt loss of cogency. 
Defend Monarchical Control and Proper Institutional Balance. Treated with special 
favor are men who upheld proper, established procedures and stridently condemned 
opportunism, undue favoritism, sensual indulgence, or abandonment of governing 
responsibility on the ruler’s part. Clear lessons for the long-term health of the Qing 
are conveyed when the Ming rulers are shown to have failed in a number of regards.  
First, in the military, some strongmen and their units were allowed destructive liber-
ties, went unpunished for coercing civil officials, and were given rewards and honors 
in wide disproportion to their accomplishments. Such license ruined morale and 
instilled incorrigibility among once orderly forces. Second, partisanship was allowed 
to burgeon into severely disruptive factional struggles over powers of appointment 
and, worse still, to gain offensive or defensive hold on the ruler’s mind. Third, mem-
bers of the imperial household and other ennobled figures had moved into power 
fissures, presuming on their prestige to interfere in government affairs. And, fourth, 
chief ministers and eunuchs had caused havoc by shunting the emperor away from the 
helm of state. 

In addition, pains are taken to show that refractory members of the elements 
warned against above (mostly craven traitors in the end, of course) were constantly in 
collusion. They had tried to make illicit use of the monarchy for selfish gain while 
fending off, by any ill means, challenges from the righteous element (source of the 
staunchest loyalists). Making this lesson clear involved painting black and white lines 
over what had been a varicolored canvas, assigning unmistakable righteous or perni-
cious identities to all major figures, and providing bigger-than-life roles for some men 
who actually had wielded little influence on events. Since an important part of the 
Qianlong interpretational strategy was to thoroughly denounce clique politics, righ-
teousness is not explicitly associated with the names Donglin or Fushe 復社.  
Nevertheless, by officially damning Wei Zhongxian 魏忠賢, his eunuch clique, and 
its “remaining bastards” (a vaguely defined pernicious group), while simultaneously 
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uplifting certain righteous icons and selecting extensively from heavily tendentious 
primary writings, Qianlong apotheosized the Donglin-Fushe movement as one that 
upheld the institutions of powerful and effective monarchical government. 
Encourage Loyalty unto Death for the Ruling Dynasty. Special attention is paid to 
inculcating absolute devotion among officials. Little quarter is given to rebels or 
bandits, who are consigned to a realm beyond the pale except in rare cases of 
thorough reform under the influence of exceptionally virtuous officials. And few 
words of praise are spared for men who, though they may have harbored admirable 
loyal sentiments, did not manage to die in the conquest turmoil. Naturally, active, 
capable officials were preferred as models, but in selecting Southern Ming paragons 
for imperial sanction the criterion of actual effectiveness on duty was definitely 
secondary to immovability under pressure. In fact, the more futile such men’s efforts 
were the better. That dedicated state servants were thwarted and misused further 
enhanced their constancy, and it increased the reasons to disparage the regimes they 
tried to serve. Hampered by the inability of the exhausted Ming to utilize them, their 
only alternative had been to “seek death.” 

The viewpoints explained and synopsized above were disseminated among 
scholars of the realm through entries in the Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao, through the 
substance of and prefatory edicts to publications such as the Shengchao xunjie zhuchen lu 
and the Tongjian gangmu sanbian 通鑒綱目三編 (see n. 69), by means of “imperial 
margin notations” (yupi 御批) in such official compendia as the Lidai tongjian jilan, and 
probably by issuance of the relevant edicts in dibao 邸報. (Books held in government 
offices had been made available to scholars for copying and borrowing since Song times, 
and the Qianlong emperor reaffirmed this policy.)lxxxv

lxxxvi

 Throughout the following century, 
certain edicts, prefaces, and comments by the Qianlong emperor and his compilers were 
very frequently cited as evidence of official sanction by authors and publishers who 
aimed for wide circulation of writings that concerned the Ming-Qing conflict.  

Easy as it may be to caricature the pomposity of the Qianlong interpretations, or to 
decry the complex of related Qianlong measures as tantamount to orchestrated, mass 
brainwashing, one cannot but acknowledge the astuteness of ideological maneuver 
involved and the apparent ease of that maneuver in the intellectual climate of the high 
Qing. Impressive, indeed, is the smoothness with which the Qianlong coin was 
introduced upon its minting, the length of time it continued in effective circulation, and 
its continued usefulness beyond the sort of “currency reform” that the Qianlong emperor 
had envisioned. 

 

 
 

SPENDING THE COIN 
The immense scale of the Qianlong prohibitions, and the outrage that revelation of 
their historical occurrence elicited in the predominantly anti-Qing atmosphere of the 
twentieth century, has led to the widespread assumption that the prohibitions caused 
great quantities of information about the Ming-Qing conflict to be lost. This reflects a 
lack of awareness of general patterns of book attrition and survival and a similar lack 
of imagination regarding the enormous numbers of written works that must have been 
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extant in Qianlong-period society. We have no way of even estimating the latter, but 
the number of books prohibited surely amounted to a puny percentage. Lamentable as 
the “inquisition” was for its gargantuan attempt at knowledge control and for the 
innumerable cuts and effacements that it caused to be made in the copying and 
publication of certain kinds of books during the subsequent half-century, its effect in 
actually eradicating early source materials on the Ming-Qing conflict was paltry. 

Consider this thumbnail study: 182 titles of books that certainly or probably had 
to do with the Ming-Qing conflict were extracted from five Shunzhi- and Kangxi-
period bibliographical sources.lxxxvii

lxxxviii

 These are works that were in circulation and 
available for scholarly use within about five decades after the events about which they 
were written. The titles were checked to see, first, whether they seem to have survived 
into the twentieth century and, second, whether they are listed as having been prohibited 
in the Qianlong period.  

Still extant even though prohibited 53  (29%) 

The following figures resulted: 

Still extant and never prohibited  56  (31%) 
Not extant and prohibited   10  (5%) 
Not extant though never prohibited 63  (35%) 

Such a study cannot be made precise because we have little means of knowing the 
true contents of books that have not survived, and it is difficult or impossible to deter-
mine whether one work of a certain title is the same as or different from one of the same 
or different title unless one can see the books oneself. Nevertheless, I venture to assert 
that, even if this sort of exercise could be made precise, the results would not be 
appreciably different. The magnitudes are plain: somewhat less than two-thirds of the 
early titles have survived, and whether or not they were prohibited in the 1770s and 1780s 
has not borne significantly on their survival. The books in the largest category—
nonextant and unprohibited—disappeared (probably well before the third quarter of the 
eighteenth century) for any of the numerous reasons why books do not survive (see p. 25) 
apart from prohibition. The number that did make it across more than a century’s time to 
be disapproved by the Qianlong censors and then subsequently did not make it into the 
twentieth century (again, for any number of reasons, not necessarily because of prohi-
bition) is strikingly small. The argument that people, during times of prohibition, make 
special efforts to preserve banned books, though hard to document, may hold some 
validity for the Qianlong period. But a more likely explanation for the high survival rate 
of prohibited books on the Ming-Qing conflict is that by the late eighteenth century those 
books that could be located to prohibit were simply “survivors.” They had found niches in 
the especially bookish cultural ecosystem of late-imperial China and could not be easily 
rendered extinct. 

As L. C. Goodrich has noted, the Qianlong prohibitions became ignored and for-
gotten with astonishing speed. By the early 1880s, the whole matter had fallen so far out 
of memory that a scholar named Yao Jinyuan 姚覲元, when he presented evidence of it, 
evinced a sense of curious discovery.lxxxix Rather than having created a sustained atmos-
phere of repression, the imperially commanded search for books, whether for preser-
vation or proscription, appears to have further augmented the bibliophilic enthusiasm of 
the Qianlong-Jiaqing era. In the immediate wake of the prohibitions, rather than fearful, 
covert, spiteful, counteractive dealing in sensitive books, we find open interest among 
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bibliophiles in collecting, comparing, commenting on, and republishing old materials 
about the end of the Ming and the rise of the Qing. One can begin here to demonstrate 
that the “constructive” aspects of Qianlong policies regarding the historiography of the 
Ming-Qing conflict were much more consequential than were the destructive ones. 

As early as 1798 (a year before the Qianlong emperor’s death), we find Yang 
Fengbao 楊鳳苞, a regionally well-known litterateur, classicist, and historian, finishing 
up a series of twelve long colophons to Wen Ruilin’s Nanjiang yishi (II.31), which he 
faulted for using only about forty sources. Yang lists 112 yeshi 野史 on the Southern 
Ming courts that he himself had seen, in addition to many of the ones listed by Wen. He 
says that, besides those, he must have looked at over 100 general works, such as the Ming 
History and various chronicles that treat the end of the Ming, and no fewer than 200 
collections of memorials and prose writings, personal accounts, family records, and 
popular romances about the period.

xciii

xc A native of Wucheng 烏程, Huzhou 湖州
Prefecture, in northern Zhejiang, Yang hardly was naive about the potential of the state to 
conduct literary persecutions, since he authored the best Qing-period study of the Zhuang 
Tinglong case (see chap. II), which had mainly affected his home prefecture.xci Yet the 
fact that 26 percent of the works he specifically cites had been proscribed seems not to 
have troubled or even occurred to him. Nor was proscription taken into consideration by 
Yang’s employer at the time, the famous high-ranking official, antiquarian, bibliophile, 
and pedagogue Ruan Yuan 阮元.xcii In 1807, demonstrating his renowned 
bibliographical knowledge and judgment, Ruan presented to the Jiaqing emperor 60 rare 
works, with his own appended annotations, which Ruan felt were excellent enough to 
have been included in the Siku quanshu. And in subsequent years his list of suggested 
additions grew to 173 —one of which actually had been prohibited under the emperor 
with whom Ruan began his career.  

Ruan Yuan, probably the most catalytic scholars’ patron of his age, was the common 
point of contact for all of the earliest men to revive interest in conquest-period writings 
after the Qianlong prohibitions. Zhang Jian 張鑒, a friend and fellow landsman of Yang 
Fengbao who worked with him under Ruan Yuan’s direction (in 1797–1798) on a col-
lection of glosses to the classics, the Jingji zuangu 經藉篡詁, wrote numerous notes, 
prefaces, and colophons regarding late-Ming and Southern Ming books and events.xciv Li 
Zhaoluo 李兆洛, a prolific scholar, especially of historical geography, did the same 
(besides compiling the works of anti-Manchu revanchist Fang Zhenru [I.A.18]),xcv

These men all were typically successful and respected scholars in the Qian-Jia 
mold—broadly learned in many fields of scholarship, knowledgeable and accomplished 
in the cultured arts, and keenly interested in old books, especially those that might be in 
danger of disappearing.

 while 
never expressing anything other than complete agreement with Qianlong views and 
values. He came to know Ruan Yuan during the latter’s tenure as viceroy of Liang-
Guang, specifically in 1820–1821 when Ruan established the famous Xuehaitang 學海堂 
academy in Guangzhou 廣州. 

xcvi They wrote about matters and source materials of the Ming-
Qing conflict as they would about any other historical or bibliographical subject, with no 
apparent regard for whether the authors or books they discussed or cited had been banned. 
To the contrary, one finds occasional expressions of gratitude that the Siku project, the 
imperial promulgation of honorific titles for Ming martyrs, and Qianlong compilations 
such as the Lidai tongjian jilan had saved the history of the Ming resistance courts from 
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oblivion.xcvii

xcviii

 I have seen no evidence that any of these bibliophiles felt he was 
“endangering his life in preserving and holding [such] books,” nor, in view of the social 
and political troubles of the early Jiaqing period, that any of them, “out of frequent con-
cern for [the course of] history, collected lost works, thereby giving expression to their 
resentment and rousing [people’s] righteous indignation.”  

Rather, in their writings one sees subtle indications that they thought an earlier Qing 
repressive atmosphere had been relieved by the Qianlong measures. This is well exem-
plified in the following note—on the first, Daoguang-period edition of the Mingji baishi 
huibian (MB) collection—by a somewhat later figure, perhaps the most avid seeker of 
conquest-period works in the middle nineteenth century, Fu Yili 傅以禮. 

Always at points of dynastic change, private writings have been easily lost and not 
transmitted. Bandit rampages and military conflagrations also have been scourges.  
Moreover, the newly risen dynasty dislikes their language and gets rid of them.  
Thus, at the end of the Song, such records as the Shenhai 慎海 and the Sanghai  桑
海 were lost as they entered the Yuan. Even the Xinshi 心史 was boxed [and 
hidden] in a dried-up well,xcix

It was nothing like the great universalism of our state, which takes all [between] 
Heaven and Earth to heart. Earlier in the Qianlong reign, the imperially commis-
sioned [Lidai] tongjian jilan specially retained the emperor-title of the prince of Fu, 
comparing [his reign] with the Southern Song in its complacency with peripheral 
survival [pianan 偏安], and it appended narratives for the princes of Tang and Gui, 
not ridiculing them as false. It preserved the official titles of all those ministers who, 
at the time, continued to resist [Heaven’s] command, and detailed their actual affairs 
entirely without disdain or avoidance. 

and [other] records of the passage from one rule to the 
next were stored in attics. This certainly was because [the authorities] above had 
strict prohibitions, so [the books’ owners] did not dare make them public. 

Consequently, the whole world responded freely to this atmosphere and ex-
punged any circumspection about literary [strictures]. Since the Jiaqing and Dao-
guang reigns, unofficial writings from the end of the Ming have regularly appeared in 
public circulation. Besides in this [collection], they have been brought together and 
published in large numbers in such others as the Jingtuo yishi and Jizai huibian. 
These three alone comprise over seventy works—I cannot begin to count the rest. 
Now households are publishing for all within the [four] seas books that, in the past, 
lay boxed and shrouded, stored deeply in secret, sealed [places]. 

We are fortunate to live under a court with no taboos. So surviving works from 
the defeated [Ming] state have not vanished like ephemeral grasses. This not only 
opens channels that benefit and gratify the whole populace, it also is cause for those 
who study the past, who now can read what they could not before, to endlessly 
exchange encomiums to [the government’s] magnanimous beneficence.c

In publishing and republishing the collected writings of figures who fought the Qing, 
initiative also was taken by paragons of the Qian-Jia age. In 1803, a subsequently well-
known edition of Chen Zilong’s works (see I.C.4), the Chen Zhongyu quanji 陳忠裕全集
, was published by Wang Chang 王昶, an eminent scholar, poet, and official whose 
imperial compilation duties had included the Lidai tongjian jilan.

 

ci In his preface to the 
Chen Zhongyu quanji, he explains how his intent to collect the writings of Chen Zilong, a 
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fellow native of Qingpu in Songjiang Prefecture, had been stymied in the 1740s by lack 
of materials and the death of his collaborator, but how the searches attending the Siku 
quanshu project had unearthed more items of Chen’s oeuvre and had encouraged him and 
other colleagues to persevere. Carefully placed as front matter to this collection are an 
imperial poem concerning the Shengchao xunjie zhuchen lu, the 1776 text of the an-
nouncement of a posthumous honorary title for Chen by the Ministry of Rites, and Chen 
Zilong’s biography from the Ming History. 

Known to Wang Chang was the poetry of Wu Qian 吳騫, a contemporary from Hai-
ning 海寧, Zhejiang, who, besides being a noted poet and historian of poetry, was an avid 
book collector and writer of critical comments on old editions.cii In 1806, he produced in 
manuscript edition the Dongjiang yishi 東江遺事, a collection of materials on the contro-
versial career and death of Mao Wenlong (see I.A.11).ciii In so doing, Wu chimed in with 
the Qianlong emphasis on the importance of perspicacity and diligence in the 
emperorship, straightforward adherence to regular procedures among officials, and the 
late-Ming dearth of both. He presented Mao as an effective, patriotic general who became 
a martyr to the capriciousness of the Chongzhen emperor and the consequent arrogation 
of punitive power by Mao’s executioner, Yuan Chonghuan (see I.A.37)—the sort of man 
who tends to seek favor by rash, arbitrary, unjust means under rash, arbitrary, unjust 
rulers. The treatment Mao Wenlong received under the Chongzhen emperor thus is made 
a prime example of the irrationality of Ming governance, which subsequently led so many 
of Mao’s erstwhile subordinates to recognize the reasonableness and fairness of 
Hungtaiji.civ

Ironically, the only scholar in the Jiaqing-Daoguang period to write on early-Qing 
history in a dissenting tone was a scion of the imperial Aisin Gioro clan, a seventh-
generation descendant of Nurhaci himself. Zhao Lian 趙槤—and his father, Yong En  

 Wu had no particular interest in late-Ming or early-Qing history. His com-
pilation and publication of the Dongjiang yishi occurred in the course of the book col-
lecting, editing, and selling that were endemic to scholars of his day, and he did so in 
unperturbed acceptance of the Qianlong line. 

永恩, had successively inherited the noble title Li Prince-of-the-Blood 禮親王, but both 
also came into conflict with powerful figures at court and were marginalized in Qing 
politics. Yong En simply withdrew from court affairs, devoting himself to art and 
literature. But Zhao Lian, a man of many talents who consorted with some of the most 
stellar litterateurs of his day, suffered worse for his impertinence. He was denied 
substantive appointments, deprived of his princely title, and even confined for over half a 
year (in 18l5).cv Of his writings, by far the most noted today are the Xiaoting zalu 嘯亭
雜錄 and Xulu 續錄, which consist of over eight hundred, mostly brief notes on Manchu-
Qing politics, culture, and institutions from 1629 to Zhao’s own day.cvi The notes often 
give unique information and insights, particularly about matters internal to the Manchu 
elite, and they just as often reflect poorly on that elite and their relations with the Han 
Chinese. In general, Zhao was inclined to expose the seamy side of Qing affairs,cvii

Indeed, that interpretation, combined with the bibliophilic, recensionist proclivity of 
middle-Qing scholarship, was enormously successful throughout the nineteenth century.   
A case in point is the thorough, Qianlong-style conversion wrought on a 20-juan frag-
ment of Wen Ruilin’s Nanjiang yishi by an enterprising scholar named Li Yao 李瑤, 
aided by wealthy patrons who included several retired officials, in 1828–1829.cviii

 but he 
mounted no challenge to the Qianlong interpretation of the Ming-Qing conflict. 

 The 
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resulting Nanjiang yishi kanben 南疆繹史勘本, in 30 juan, supplemented with 18 juan—
draped in imperial sanctions and oozing the approved Qianlong viewpoints in its phras-
ings, organization, and supplementation—was a sound commercial success.cix The 
second, expanded edition of 1830 (in Xiaoshan 蕭山, Zhejiang) was later republished in 
Beijing’s prestigious Liuli Foundry 琉璃廠 districtcx

Accompanying such scholarship was continued publication of writings from the 
Ming-Qing conflict throughout the nineteenth century, mainly in the collected works of 
men who by then had become regarded as patriotic, if tragic, heroes (a large percentage 
having been imperially honored in the Shengchao xunjie zhuchen lu),

cxiii

 and gained renown for a time as the 
most comprehensive, definitive, private work on the history of the rump Ming. 

cxi and in collec-
tanea (congshu 叢書)—some in manuscript editions but mostly printed. (Part two 
features works published in twenty-five nineteenth-century collectanea.)cxii Especially 
rich in materials on the Ming-Qing conflict is the Jingtuo yishi, which saw both an initial 
and an expanded edition in the Daoguang reign period. Although this collection appealed 
to the reading public with very immediate, arresting, sometimes shocking items of the 
sort that the Qianlong emperor surely would not have approved, we must resist looking 
on it as an expression of anti-Qing sentiment at that time.  We might more validly see 
in the Jingtuo yishi an attitude, growing in the Daoguang period, that China must wake up 
and be more open-minded, particularly about national crises.cxiv I know of no clear 
exception to the generality that, throughout the nineteenth century, publications on the 
Ming-Qing conflict followed through on, or rode the wave of interest generated by, the 
Qianlong emperor’s retrofit of the historiography of that conflict to the specifications of 
Qing loyalism. Not until the turn of the twentieth century, marked by the Boxer Rebellion 
and the Allied occupation of Beijing, do we find collections being published (often 
including items republished from nineteenth-century collections) with the unmistakable 
intent of undermining Qing legitimacy. In particular, 1903 was a banner year for such 
publications as the Luchen congshu, with its provocative title (“Collectanea [from the] 
Submergence of the Continent”) and graphic illustrations (never used in comparable 
nineteenth-century collections) of, for instance, unarmed Han Chinese being impaled and 
dismembered by sword-wielding Manchus.cxv

Indeed, the Qing patriotic or reformist sentiment behind publications on the Ming-
Qing conflict grew more intense as the problems faced by the dynasty grew more serious 
during the nineteenth century. Contemporaneous with circulation of the popular Jingtuo 
yishi was compilation of the highbrow Qiankun zhengqi ji,

cxvii

 

cxvi which in its title, “Collec-
tion of [Writings by Men of] Universal Upright Spirit,” echoed that of the Yongdong 
zhengqi ji (I.E.20), which honored, in particular, men of the Ningbo region. Compilation 
of the latter in 1805 seems to have been related to widespread indignation over mishand-
ling of the suppression of the White Lotus Rebellion by corrupt holdovers from the Qian-
long reign and to a spirit of reform that surfaced when the Jiaqing emperor came into his 
own at the helm of state, upon the death of his abdicated father, in 1799.  It was clean-
copied by the compiler’s grandson in the restorationist Tongzhi reign period, after the 
dynasty had survived the Taiping Rebellion, and was first published in 1882 in the midst 
of ubiquitous patriotic responses to encroachments on Chinese territory by an array of 
foreign powers, which began with Japanese challenges to Chinese sovereignty over 
Taiwan in 1871–1874. 
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An apt illustration of the difference between the use of Ming-to-Qing materials for 
Qing patriotic or reformist purposes in the nineteenth century and their use for anti-Qing 
purposes in the twentieth is the 1875 republication, in expanded form, of a 1709 edition 
of Shi Lang’s official writings from his subjugation of Taiwan in 1683, the Jinghai ji 
(I.F.7). This was done to help refute the Japanese claim that China had failed to exert 
actual rule over the island.cxviii During most of the twentieth century, this never would 
have been done, since Shi was detested by Chinese nationalists for having defected to the 
Qing and having aided them crucially in defeating the Zheng regime, which had remained 
loyally committed to Han Chinese rule of the motherland. Rather, Shi’s nemesis, Zheng 
Chenggong, has been lionized for using Taiwan as a base to resist Qing rule (see chap. 
IV).cxix

Compared to such publications of old writings, new historical works on the Ming-
Qing conflict were few. But they show even more plainly the patriotic desire to strength-
en Qing defenses against internal and external enemies. The renowned statecraft activist 
Wei Yuan 魏源 had been concerned about the long-term decline in Qing military 
capabilities from an early point in his career. And from 1829 to 1831, when he served as a 
drafter in the Grand Secretariat, he took the opportunity to utilize a very wide range of 
archival documents, official compilations, and nonofficial histories in a systematic study 
of Qing dynasty military history. A decade later, Wei’s enormous frustration and anger at 
the Qing failure to defend the Zhejiang coast and the lower Yangzi from British aggres-
sion in the Opium War led him to bring those materials together in the Shengwu ji 聖武
記, completed 1842.

 

cxx This series of crisp and pointed treatises on major Qing military 
campaigns, from the rise of Nurhaci to Wei Yuan’s own time, is valued not only for the 
information it so efficiently provides but also for Wei’s astutely analytical observations, 
which conclude most of the sections. The first juan, on “The Rise of the Imperial State” 
開國龍興, covers military aspects of the Qing conquest all the way through the sup-
pression of rebels in the region between Huguang and Sichuan in 1663. And it makes Wei 
the first independent Han Chinese historian to venture any synthetic treatment of Qing 
history “before the Pass was entered.” The eighth juan, devoted mainly to coastal defense 
and security, covers early-Qing attempts to deal with Zheng Chenggong and the first of 
several naval campaigns launched to quell threats from, and unrest in, Taiwan, beginning 
with the subjugation of the Zheng regime in 1683. This section best reflects the area of 
concern for which Wei became most famous—China’s need to understand and control the 
proximate East Asian maritime zone.cxxi

By far the most comprehensive history ever written of the Ming resistance courts 
took form in the midst of arduous Qing-loyalist resistance to the Taiping rebels. Xu Zi 徐
鼒, a jinshi of 1845, in 1850 was assigned to, among other duties, work as a collator in 
the Historiography Institute, where he took advantage of access to many sources to begin 
writing the Xiaotian jinian (fukao) 小腆紀年(附考).cxxii

cxxiii

 

 In 1852, as the Taiping rebels 
were capturing key cities in the central Yangzi region in preparation for their subsequent 
eastward march on Nanjing, Xu returned to his native county, Liuhe 六合, in south-
western Jiangsu. There he assisted the magistrate in organizing corps of militiamen to 
maintain local control and a force of mercenaries to actually fight off the insurgents.  
For five years, until Liuhe finally was overrun by the Taipings, Xu Zi worked on his 
history during off hours, and he tried to lift the spirits and steel the resolve of his men by 
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using the knowledge that he gained thereby of stalwarts who had held out for the Ming 
cause three centuries earlier. 

Every moonlit night when I mounted the parapets to share the toil with my associ-
ates, I brought up some story of righteous loyalty from my book, gesturing as I spoke. 
All around who heard could not help but sigh deeply.cxxiv 

From the Ming resistance he also drew guidance for Liuhe in military leadership and 
strategy, administrative policy, promotion of cohesion between commoners and officials, 
and methods for dealing with bandits. His comments in the Xiaotian jinian, written in 
simple language that people of middling literacy could understand, often exude an im-
mediacy and poignancy that is rare in serious secondary histories. Mindful of the inspir-
ational force of individual lives in his culture, Xu Zi also worked on a biographical 
companion to the Xiaotian jinian, the Xiaotian jizhuan 傳. That work, however, lay un-
finished in 1862 when Xu, appointed prefect of Funing 福寧, in Fujian, died under the 
strain of defending that locale, as well, from the Taiping onslaught.cxxv

The lessons in loyalty from the Ming-Qing conflict having become universalized 
during the eighteenth century, Xu Zi in the middle nineteenth saw no irony in using the 
history of the seventeenth-century anti-Qing resistance saga to reinforce dedication to the 
Qing state and social order. Nor did the great Qing loyalist who saved the dynasty from 
overthrow by, in his eyes, the barbaric Taiping rebels, Zeng Guofan 曾國藩, see any 
irony in his enthusiastic resurrection and publication of the oeuvre of the long-forgotten, 
anti-Manchu, Ming-loyalist scholar Wang Fuzhi (see I.G.11) in 1865.cxxvi

 

 
The Taiping Rebellion itself is a reminder that, of course, anti-Manchu sentiment 

was quite visible in the nineteenth century. The propaganda of the Taipings, and of the 
more enduring Triad Society, predominantly drew on religious ideas and folk super-
stitions and pointed ahistorically to ethnic differences and social, economic, and political 
inequalities. Enmity between Chinese residents and Manchu or Mongol Bannermen in 
certain garrison cities, which surfaced during both the Opium War and the Taiping 
Rebellion, likewise was ethnic and social in quality.cxxvii

cxxviii

 No use was made of historio-
graphy in any way that would be suasive among intellectuals. The Qianlong coin retained 
its value well among literate consumers of history as long as the Qing dynasty still was 
taken to represent “us” by the cultural and political elites. Loss of faith in the dynasty—
and in the dynastic system itself —around the turn of the twentieth century rather sud-
denly led many literati to read in an anti-Qing light the great quantities of historical 
materials on the Ming-Qing conflict that had been made available during the nineteenth 
century. Interpreted from a shifted perspective, those materials made excellent tools for 
undermining the Manchu-Qing state.  

 
 

NOTES 

1. For a brief biography, see ECCP: 826. The most thorough account of Wang’s career, 
a muzhi ming 墓誌銘 by the illustrious Zhang Boxing 張伯行, can be found in Beizhuan 
ji, 21/7a–11a. It also is entered in the QXLZ, 58/16a–30b, along with his official 
biography, the best edition of which is in the Qingshi gao jiaozhu, XI: 8627–32 (liezhuan 
sec., j. 58). As one of a select few who served as secretary-advisers in the Southern 
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Imperial Study 南書房, Wang became identified with the “Southern Faction,” led most 
prominently by Xu Qianxue. On this and Wang’s role as a secret informant to Kangxi, see 
Silas Wu 1979: 43–44, 58, 73, 93–107, 118, 128, 150; and Wang Hongxu 1986. For a 
brief account of Wang’s editorship of the Ming History, see Hou Renzhi 1968: 233–35. 

2. Of the original compilers, only Mao Qiling 毛奇齡 remained alive, then eighty-six 
and long since retired. See ECCP: 563–64. 

3. On Xu Qianxue and the Da Qing yitong zhi project, see Struve 1979: 353; 1982: 
253. 

4. Wang was eager to revise the biographies, a draft of which had displeased the 
emperor in 1702 (and for which Wang had speciously denied any responsibility). See 
Mingshi li’an, 7/7b–8a; and Qingshi gao jiaozhu, XI: 8628–29. 

5. Wang’s substantive post at that time was minister of revenues. For a thorough and 
fascinating study of the protracted Kangxi-to-Yongzheng succession crisis, see Silas Wu 
1979. On the Yinsi faction in particular, and Wang’s dismissal, see idem: 143–45 and 
chap. 11. See also Huang Pei 1974: chap. 3; and Durand 1991: 205–6. For brief bio-
graphies of Yinreng and Yinsi, see ECCP: 924–25 and 926–27, resp. 

6. Since Wang had no current official status, the biographies were presented by his son, 
Wang Guowei 國煒, then a bureau vice director in the Ministry of Revenues. See Huang 
Yunmei 1968: 32. 

7. Qingshi gao jiaozhu, XI: 8629; Beizhuan ji, 21/8b–9a, 10a. 

8. Silas Wu 1979: 84 and chap. 9; Kahn 1971: 42–43. 

9. For detailed studies of Dai’s life, works, and milieu, see He Guanbiao 1987; and 
Durand 1991: pt. 1. On the Nanshan ji case in particular, see He, pt. 3; Durand, pt. 2; and 
Ōtani 1978. Dai wrote several historical works about the end of the Ming. The Hong-
guang chao wei donggong wei hou ji danghuo jilue (II.14) and the Hongguang yiyou 
Yangzhou chengshou jilue (II.15), though they concerned matters that the Qing would 
have preferred to forget, such as the execution of the Chongzhen crown prince in Beijing 
and the bloody seizure of Yangzhou, they do not portray Qing actions as unreasonable.  
Moreover, those matters long since had been written about openly by others. Best known 
among Dai’s works is the Jieyi lu 孑遺錄 (He Guanbiao 1987: 76–80), which largely 
concerns the calamities that befell his home county, Tongcheng 桐城, South Zhili, under 
roving-rebel attacks from 1628 to 1644. Though it ends with the takeover of Tongcheng 
by the forces of Manchu Prince Dodo, it casts the Qing in a comparatively good light. 

10. On Fang and the historiographical principle of continuing to use Ming reign dates 
until the death of the Yongli emperor, see chapter II, notes 41 and 55. 

11. He Guanbiao 1987: 255–56; Durand 1988: 99–105. 

12. Silas Wu 1979: 152–55. 

13. Pierre Henri Durand further relates the prosecutions of Tohoci and Dai Mingshi to 
the nearly simultaneous dismissal (in 1712) and execution (in 1714) of another of Yin-
reng’s sycophantic supporters, the notoriously arrogant, corrupt, and oppressive Manchu 
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high official Gali, who finally was undone through conflict with a model Han Chinese 
official, Zhang Boxing. Durand argues that the Kangxi emperor, always concerned to 
show evenhandedness in dealing with his Manchu and Han Chinese servitors, was led to 
somewhat balance his punishment of Gali with his punishment of Dai (1988, 1991: chap. 
10). 

14. Silas Wu 1979: 179–83. 

15. On these rumors, and the continuing historical debate over the veracity of official 
records of the Yongzheng succession, see Huang Pei 1974: 51–59; and Fisher 1978. On 
the clique suppressions, see Huang Pei 1974: 95–110; and Feng Erkang 1985: chap. 3. 

16. On this controversy and Wang’s handling of it, see Kahn 1971: chap. 2. For a sense 
of the complexity that Wang was willing to sweep aside, see an exhaustive con-sideration 
of the issues and evidence in the so-called Jingnan 靖南 civil war and usur-pation, the 
“Rang huangdi” 讓皇帝, by the early-Qing scholar Pan Chengzhang 潘檉章 (d. 1663), 
in Pan’s Guoshi kaoyi 國史考異, j. 4 (rep. in Mingshi kaozheng juewei, pp. 115–41). On 
late-Ming historians’ interest in Jingnan events, see Hok-lam Chan 2007: 118–25. For a 
narration of that 1399–1401 interval, see the Cambridge History of China, VII: 191–205. 

17. Beizhuan ji, 21/10a. Moved by anti-Qing, pro-Ming loyalist sympathies, twentieth-
century Chinese historians have maligned Wang for presenting the Draft Ming History as 
his personal work and not acknowledging the prior contributions of others, particularly 
the “patriotic” Wan Sitong (see chap. II). Though Wan certainly authored the thirteen 
charts 表, there has been a tendency to overestimate the degree to which he can be con-
sidered the author of the draft biographies, which were unfinished at his death. And any 
content composed by Wan had to be written out by his colleague Qian Mingshi 錢名世 
because Wan had become blind. More cogently, Wan was and is admired because he 
labored without official appointment; his contribution could never have been acknowl-
edged in a formal submission to the throne. Third, since Wang Hongxu, after 1709, never 
again held official charge as an editor of the Ming History, it would hardly have been 
correct protocol for him to submit the Draft as a product of the moribund Ming History 
Office. It is absurd to think that he was trying to fool anyone about the authorship of the 
work. It was published as part of Wang’s collected writings, the Hengyun Shanren ji 橫
雲山人集, by his family after his death, not by Wang himself. For a well-considered 
attempt to be fair to Wang, see Huang Aiping 1984. 

18. Huang Yunmei 1968: 43–48. Zhang’s name appeared on the editorial rosters of 
many Yongzheng official publications. For an account of his highly significant career, see 
Bartlett 1991: 79–88. The men who actually did most of the editing were Wang Youdun 
汪由敦 and Yang Chun 楊椿. For Yang’s sour comments on the process, see Mingshi 
li’an, j. 7. 

19. Tang, Wang, and Fu 1983: 306–7; Huang Yunmei 1968: 44. 

20. The Baqi tongzhi had been commissioned in late 1727. Because a revision and 
extension of this work (the Qinding 欽定 baqi tongzhi) was compiled later (completed 
1799), the former now is referred to as the Baqi tongzhi chuji 初集 (see III.C.1). On 
Yongzheng’s measures regarding the Banners, see Huang Pei 1974: 168–84; and Elliott 
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2001, pp. 322–29. On the place, among those measures, of the Baqi tongzhi as well as its 
companion works, the Baqi zeli 則例 and the Baqi Manzhou shizu tongpu 滿洲世族通
譜, see Crossley 1987: 775. 

21. See page 54 and note 34. 

22. The prince of Lu 魯王 (Regent Lu, Zhu Yihai 朱以海) is entered as a lineal 
descendant of the original prince of Lu, a son of Ming Taizu (liezhuan 4); the prince of 
Tang (Longwu emperor, Zhu Yujian 聿鍵) as a lineal descendant of the original prince of 
Tang, also a son of Taizu (liezhuan 5); the prince of Fu (Hongguang emperor, Zhu 
Yousong 由崧) and the prince of Gui 桂王 (Yongli emperor, Zhu Youlang 由榔) as 
grandsons of Shenzong 神宗, the Wanli emperor (liezhuan 8). 

23. Tang, Wang, and Fu 1983: 310. 

24. Ibid.: 321–22. 

25. The number of persons who died out of loyalty to the Ming dynasty is incalculable, 
but it certainly exceeds by far the number of martyrs to any other Chinese dynasty. See 
He Guanbiao 1992. 

26. Principally, it derives from Lü’s Sishu jiangyi 四書講義, which the Yongzheng 
emperor and his scholarly advisers refuted in a separate publication. 

27. The full text of the Dayi juemi lu (probably printed in 1730) has been reprinted in 
the Jindai Zhongguo shiliao congkan, no. 351. Many of the primary documents of this 
case have been published in the Qingdai wenzi yudang (1986 rpt., II: 865–968) and the 
Geming yuanyuan (II: 47–80). For good secondary studies, see Onogawa 1958; Huang 
Pei 1974: 215–20; Fisher 1974: chaps. 6–7; Xu Zengzhong 1984; Feng Erkang 1985: 
222–38; Guo and Lin 1990: 159–77; and Spence 2001. 

28. Geming yuanyuan, II: 67. 

29. Goodrich 1966: 22–23. 

30. See pages 61–62. The Siku project has been examined extensively. The most recent 
comprehensive studies are: Guy 1987; Huang Aiping 1989; and Wu Zhefu 1990. On the 
distillation of the idea of a large bibliographical project in the Qianlong emperor’s mind 
during his increasing contact with Jiang-Zhe literati, particularly Ji Yun 紀昀 (1724–
1805; ECCP: 120–23) and his group, see Guy 1987: chaps. 2–3. 

31. A rare edition of Yang’s collected writings, the Yang Tanxi xiansheng ji 楊潭西先
生集, contains works that date from 1720 through 1748. Other sobriquets are Cainan 采
南 and Nansha Sanyushi 南沙三餘氏. For a brief biographical notice, see the Qingpu 
xianzhi, 19/29a. 

32. The content of the Sanfan jishi benmo was published in a movable-type edition in 
Beijing’s Liuli Foundry district (see n. 110) in 1739 (the year that the completed Ming 
History was submitted) under the title Mingji wufan shilu 明季五藩實錄 from a man-
uscript titled Mingmo wu xiaoshi 明末五小史. During the Republican period, the Liuli 
Foundry edition was reedited by Wang Zhongqi 王忠麒 and published by the Shanghai 
CP under the title Nan Ming yeshi 南明野史. See Chen Shutao 1937; Zhu Xizu 1961: 
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78–79; Wu Fuyuan 1977a: 160–61; and Xie Guozhen 1981: 454–56. The Sanfan jishi 
benmo text can be found in the Jieyue shanfang huichao 借月山房彙鈔 (1920; rpt. in 
CJCXin, vol. 120; Baibu ed., case 4, fasc. 1). The most commonly available edition of the 
Mingji wufan shilu is in the CJC (1939); the Nan Ming yeshi version can be found in MQ, 
pt. 5, vol. 40, and as TW, no. 85, in 2 vols. (1960). 

33. This work was first published in Yang’s collected writings, mentioned in note 31.  
See Xie Guozhen 1981: 741–42. A NCL manuscript has been reprinted twice in Taiwan, 
but only a mainland reprint of a woodblock edition preserves Yang’s preface. 

34. These 115 figures apparently all were—or were made—Bannermen, since their 
biographies later were incorporated into the Baqi tongzhi, where the predominant prin-
ciple for ordering biographies was formal rank and honorific status at death. See the fanli 
to the Baqi tongzhi chuji, 5a–9b. See also Kanda 1972a: 3–4. 

35. See chapter II, page 36 and note 57. 

36. See the preface (quotes, p. 2a) and fanli to the Yinwan lu. 

37. Qingshi liezhuan, 67/24b–25b. 

38. Quan Zuwang 1967 (外): j. 43 (II: 1317–18). 

39. Ibid.: j. 42, “Yi Mingshiguan tiezi” 移明史館帖子, no. 1 (II: 1294–95); also in 
Mingshi li’an, 7/18a–20a. 

40. Jiang Tianshu 1932: 16, 35–61. For a biographical sketch of Quan Zuwang, see 
ECCP: 203–5. For a discussion of several aspects of Quan’s scholarship in relation to the 
legacy of his mentor of the previous age, Huang Zongxi (see I.C.10), see Struve 1988: 
106–21. For bibliographical discussion of his major works, compilations, and collections, 
see Jiang Tianshu 1933. And, for a comprehensive study of Quan’s historiography, see 
Henrichson 1983. 

41. For brief biographies, see ECCP: 235–37 and 455–57, respectively. More 
extensively on Li Fu, see Huang Chinshing 1995: chap. 4. 

42. Jiang Tianshu 1932: 61–62, 67–70, 75–79. 

43. On Fang Bao’s involvement in the Dai Mingshi case, see [Gu Shih] 1912. On 
Wang Yu 王豫 (sob. Lifu 立甫), who spent three and one-half years in prison in 
connection with the Zeng/Lü case, see Quan’s epitaph for him in QXLZ, 432/36b–37b; 
and Jiang Tianshu 1932: 32, 42–43, 45. 

44. See “Zhang dushi huaxiang ji” 張督師畫像記, in Quan Zuwang 1967 (外): j. 19 
(II: 919–21); Jiang Tianshu 1932: 15–16, 17–18; and Chen Yongming 1994. 

45. When queried, however, Quan had to acknowledge that Huang had compromised 
his purity in this regard by apparently offering to advise the Qing leadership in entitling 
his famous work, the Mingyi daifang lu 明夷待訪錄 (the complicated classical meaning 
of which W. T. de Bary has rendered “A Plan for the Prince”). See Quan Zuwang 1967  (
集): j. 22 (I: 267). Further on Huang’s intention, see Struve 1999. 
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46. “Yi Mingshiguan tiezi” 移明史館帖子, nos. 5–6, in Quan 1967 (外): j. 42 (II: 
1299–1301). Quan argues that Ming Taizu had understood this principle, but because the 
Yuan History 元史 had been compiled so early, many Yuan loyalists had not yet died and 
so could not be included. Thus, Taizu probably would approve the placement of a special 
section in the Ming History for righteous former Yuan officials who had opposed him, 
even though it would have been best to treat them in the Yuan History. In the third of 
these communications, Quan argues for the inclusion of a chart of subordinate sur-
rounding countries and border tribes on the pattern of that in the Liao History 遼史.  
Here he cites the precedent of a nation that the Manchus considered among their fore-
bears to make a historiographical suggestion that would have been terribly awkward for 
the Ming History Office to adopt, in view of sensitivity over the status of Nurhaci and his 
tribe in Ming times and the relations of the Ming resistance courts with Japan, the Ryu-
kyus, Taiwan, Annam, and Burma. Again, the sense that he was purposely goading Zhang 
Tingyu is palpable. Not surprisingly, none of Quan’s proposals was adopted in the Ming 
History. 

47. On the various forms of “social biography,” for which there are many alternate 
names, see Nivision 1962. For a careful examination of Quan’s art and craft in this sort of 
writing, see Henrichson 1983: chaps. 4–5. On continuity among the elite lineages of 
Ming-Qing Ningbo, see Brook 1990. 
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ting ji waibian (see Quan Zuwang 1967), was not published until the early nineteenth 
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65. On revision of the Liao, Jin, and Yuan histories, see He Guanbiao 1996: 215–40.  
On the ideological context of those revisions, see Crossley 1987: esp. 775–76. On 
revisions of the Ming History, ordered in 1777, see Li Jinhua 1968: 159–69; Huang 
Yunmei 1968: 49–51; and Wang Songwei 1906. 

66. The most complete exposition of these censorial aims is in Wu Zhefu 1969: chaps. 
2–3. On banned fiction, see Tai-loi Ma 1980. 

67. For a good summary of the Qianlong revisionary measures discussed below, see 
Zhao Lingyang 1981: 728–33. On the Lidai tongjian jilan, in particular, see Ye Gaoshu 
1994b: 177–83; and Qiao Zhizhong 1994: 208–11, 305–7. And generally on works in the 
“outline and detail” (gangmu 綱目) genre, see He Guanbiao 1996: 240–80; and note 69. 

68. Banli Siku, fasc. 1/38a–b; partial trans. in Goodrich 1966: 138–39. 

69. The 120–juan version was accomplished in 1776–1777 and can be found in SKQS, 
vols. 335–39. It was commercially published in 1874. Annals for the end of the Chong-
zhen reign and for Hongguang constitute j. 116; the appended narratives for the princes of 
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gangmu genre that had begun with the semicanonical Zizhi 資治 tongjian gangmu by 
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130–1200). See SKTY, 10 (II: 1053). The Ming portion of the Sanbian 
had been supplied by incorporating another imperially commissioned work, the Mingji 
gangmu 明季綱目, begun in 1739. Among other things, the emperor objected that the 
Sanbian shunted the last Yuan emperor out of his reign as soon as Zhu Yuanzhang began 
rebelling; this was just as bad as the work’s failure to treat the Chongzhen emperor’s 
successor in Nanjing. See Qiao Zhizhong 1994: 197–98, 215–16. The consequent revi-
sion covers Hongguang, but it uses the dates CZ17 and SZ2 for the year of that court’s 
existence. 

70. The official sources were the Ming History, the Lidai tongjian jilan, the Da Qing 
yitong zhi, and Qing-period provincial gazetteers. 

71. Donghua xulu, Qianlong, 82/29a–30b. For the Qianlong emperor’s view of the 
Yongle usurpation, see a decree of QL40/11/8, which prefaces the Shengchao xunjie 
zhuchen lu (see n. 72). 

72. See SKTY, 12 (II: 1284–85). For recent discussions, see Qiao Zhizhong 1994: 
199–200; Ye Gaoshu 1994b: 183–84; and Wing-ming Chan 2000. 

73. This led to the compilation of He’s surviving writings and the composition of a 
biography of He by one of his grandsons. See the Liping fuzhi 黎平府志 (1892 ed.), 2 
/43a–46b. 

74. Banli Siku, fasc. 1/42a–43a; trans. in Goodrich 1966: 144–47. 

75. Edict of QL41/12/3, among those that preface the Erchen zhuan (see nn. 76 and 
77). 
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76. See Xie Guozhen 1981: 775–77. A GX-period Liuli Foundry edition, in 12 j., has 
been reprinted in the Qingdai zhuanji congkan (no. 57). On other Qing-period editions 
and archival copies, see Kanda 1972a: 9–11. The Erchen zhuan biographies, in slightly 
different order, constitute j. 78–79 in the Qingshi liezhuan. No such separate division was 
used, as it turns out, in what is regarded as the standard history of the Qing dynasty, the 
Qingshi gao 清史稿 (1927), but the order of the Erchen zhuan is discernible where 
biographies of several erchen appear in proximity (e.g., in j. 21–37). Those figures who 
surrendered to and served the Qing, but who later actively rebelled, were designated 
nichen 逆臣, not erchen. 

77. For a historiographical study, attending especially to bureaucratic and ideological 
factors, see Kanda 1972a. For an extensive study of the varied historical circumstances of 
men who were thus classified, their treatment in the early Qing, and their own views of 
their choices and actions, see Okamoto 1976. For an analysis of how men from the swing 
province of Shandong, in particular, fared in the Erchen zhuan, see Watanabe 1976. On 
application of the same criteria in the concurrent revision of biographies of Bannermen in 
the Baqi tongzhi, see Zhao Degui 1993: 24. 

78. Crossley 1989: (quote) 65. 

79. See Xie Guozhen 1931: 5/1a–2b; SKTY, 10 (II: 1051–52); and Mote et al. 1989: 
220–21. The imperial edition has been translated by Hauer (1926). 

80. Li (G. R.) 1975: introduction. 

81. See SKTY, 14 (II: 1478); and Xie Guozhen 1931: 5/26–66. Besides the imperial 
edition, there were also secular editions of 1873 and 1904. 

82. Crossley 1987: (quote) 761, 777. 

83. For an exposition on this sort of figure, see Wright 1960. 

84. On Wen, see DMB, II: 1474–78; on Ma, see ECCP: 558. 

85. Ye Dehui 1968: 223–24. 

86. For an apt example, see the yili 義例 to the Ming tongjian 明通鑒, 90 j., app. 8 j., 
by Xia Xie 夏燮 (1871). For another example, see the front matter to the 1852 edition of 
the Jiangren shi (II.21), which includes two Qianlong edicts authorizing, an imperial 
preface to, a memorial from the grand-secretary compilers regarding, and the SKTY 
annotation on the Shengchao xunjie zhuchen lu. 

87. My sources were: the catalogs of the libraries of Huang Yuji 黃虞稷, Xu Qianxue, 
Xu Bingyi, and Zhu Yizun 朱彝尊 (the Qianqingtang shumu, Chuanshilou shumu, 
Peilintang shumu, and Pushuting cangshu mu, respectively); the fanli, item 2, to the 
Nanjiang yishi by Wen Ruilin (II.31); and the bibliographical notations of Ji Liuqi to his 
Mingji beilue and Mingji nanlue (II.26), as listed in Zhang Yin 1980: 326–28. 

88. This is according to the cumulative index in Wu Zhefu 1969, checked against 
various twentieth-century library catalogs and annotated bibliographies. 

89. Goodrich 1966: 61, 68–71. 
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90. The first item of Yang’s Nanjiang yishi ba 南疆逸史跋, the most complete text of 
which, from his Menghua tan shuixie conglu 夢華潭水榭叢錄, can be conveniently 
found in TW no. 132 (1962), vol. 6. For the best biography of Yang Fengbao, see Shen 
Dengying 1916: 16a–17b. 

91. The “Ji Zhuang Tinglong shian benmo” 記裝廷鑨史案本末, in Yang Qiushi 
xiansheng ji, 5/5a–10b, is supplemented and commented upon in Yuasa 1968. 

92. On Ruan, see ECCP: 399–402; Franke 1944; Elman 1984: esp. 108–11, 124–27, 
and Miles 2006: chap. 3. 

93. See Goodrich 1966: 61, 64. 

94. See Zhang’s Dongqingguan ji 冬青館集 (Wuxing congshu 吳興叢書 ed., 1915), 
pt. 甲, j. 4–6; pt. 乙, j. 4, 6–7. On Zhang (and Yang), see the Qingshi liezhuan, 73/17a–
18a. Another contemporary from Wucheng, Wen Chun 溫純 (who shared Zhang Jian’s 
interest and talent in painting), had hoped in 1800 to publish the Mingmo zhonglie jishi 
(II.28; see also chap. II, n. 77) but found too many mistaken characters in the manuscript 
he held. On Wen, see the Molin jinhua 墨林今話, comp. Jiang Baoling 蔣寶齡 (preface 
1852), 6/6a–b. 

95. See Li’s collected writings, the Yangyizhai ji 養一齋集 (1878 ed.), j. 4–7. On Li, 
see ECCP: 488–50. 

96. For a general exposition on this sort of culture, see Elman 1984: esp. chap. 4. 

97. For instance, see Zhang Jian, Dongqingguan ji, 乙/6/2a; and Li Zhaoluo, 
Yangyizhai ji, 4/11b–12a. 

98. Huang Aiping 1989: 79. 

99. This was believed to have been done by the author, Zheng Sixiao 鄭思肖 (1206–
1283), the famous Song-loyalist painter of orchids removed from their soil. During the 
Chongzhen period, an anti-Mongol text, purportedly Zheng’s Xinshi, was said to have 
been found in an iron box in an old monastery well, where Zheng supposedly had hidden 
it centuries before. The authenticity of that text, subsequently often referred to as the 
Tiehan Xinshi 鐵函心史, remains in question. See the postscript to the 1956 reprint 
edition, as well as SKTY, 34 (IV: 3761) and Jay 1990: 601–2. 

100. Fu Yili (1826–98) 1969: 上/44b–45a (pp. 88–89). On Fu’s assiduousness in 
seeking materials, see Jin Liang 1985: 127–28. For Fu’s two aids to Southern Ming 
history, the Can Ming zaifu nianbiao 殘明宰輔年表 (completed 1888) and the Can 
Ming datong li 大統曆, see Ershiwushi bubian (cited in “Glossary of Abbreviations, 
Reigns, and Terms”), VI: 8835–45. Though this example is drawn from the middle 
nineteenth century, others can be cited all the way down to the eve of the overthrow of the 
Qing dynasty in 1911. See, for instance, Liu Shiyuan’s 劉世瑗 preface to his Zhengfang 
Mingji yishu mu 徵訪明季遺書目 (1910). 

101. On Wang, see ECCP: 805–7. 
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102. Wu is featured in Wang Chang’s compilation Huhai shizhuan 湖海詩傳 (1957) 
j. 39, pp. 1132–35. He was close friends with the even more eminent book collector and 
publisher Huang Peilie 黃丕烈 (see ECCP: 340–41). Wu’s beloved, well-ordered library, 
the Baijinglou 拜經樓, was the basis of such well-known works as the Bai-jinglou shihua 
詩話, Baijinglou congshu 叢書, and Baijinglou cangshu tiba ji 藏書題跋記 (see Li 
Ciming 1961: 1123). On Wu and his bibliophilic and literary activities, see also Qingshi 
jishi, X: 7169–70; Beizhuanji bu, 45/21b; Ye Changchi 1961: 298–99; and Zhang 
Shunhui 1990: 217–18. 

103. Rpt. in Mingji Liaoshi congkan, 4th wk. 

104. See Wu Qian’s preface to the Dongjiang yishi. The degree to which this collec-
tion had a pro-Qing, anti-Ming slant can be measured by the degree of vitriol it elicited 
from the inveterately anti-Qing historian Li Guangtao, who regarded Mao Wenlong and 
his subordinates as arch traitors to the Ming. See Li Guangtao 1948c. For more on Li, see 
chapter IV, n. 53. 

105. Jia Sheng 1985: 55–56. 

106. The most complete edition is that of 1980. 

107. Jia Sheng 1985: 57–60. 

108. Li Yao, from Wu 吳 County, Jiangsu, obtained juren status in 1820. See the 
preface to the Nanjiang yishi kanben by Li’s chief patron in that project, Cai Pinzhen 蔡
聘珍, who had served as magistrate of Changle 長樂 Co., Hubei. On Li and Cai, see the 
Xiaoshan xianzhi gao, 13/72a; 21/4b–5a; and 30/23a. 

109. The third character in the title of Wen Ruilin’s work, yi 逸 (yi 佚 in the rem-nant 
used by Li Yao), was changed to yi 繹 in the Kanben. Li self-deprecatingly dis-couraged 
the obvious comparison in this with the encyclopedic Yishi 繹史, 160 j. (SKTY, 11 [II: 
1084]), by Ma Su 馬骕 (1621–1673), a pioneer of the high-Qing recensionist, text-
critical style of historical research. On Ma, see ECCP: 558–59; and Naitō 1961: 417–19. 
In Li’s acknowledgments, following his list of works consulted in the lengthy front matter 
of the Kanben, he reports that the first eighty-copy run cost about three hundred taels to 
produce. A rare copy from this printing, held at the FSN, carries a ten-tael price stamp. 
Thus, a profit of five hundred taels was realized on this first edition alone. 

110. On this famous district in the capital, which catered to the cream of officialdom 
with its sales in books, antiques, artworks, and other appurtenances of the educated 
gentleman’s studio, and which was brought to its greatest florescence by the added 
attention to old books generated by the Siku quanshu project, see Wang Yeqiu 1963: 
chap. 2. An undated, movable-type edition of the Kanben, by the Bansong jushi 半松居
士 establishment of Liuli Foundry was reprinted in 1968. 

111. For instance (besides Chen Zilong, mentioned on p. 71), there were Chen 
Bangyan (see I.H.2), Lu Xiangsheng (I.B.9), Jin Sheng (I.D.9), Qu Shisi (I.H.12), Liu 
Zongzhou (I.C.14), Huang Daozhou (I.E.4), and Wu Yingji (I.B.8). Others not in the 
Shengchao lu included Xiong Tingbi (see I.A.35), Fang Zhenru (I.A.18), Yang Jie 
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(I.F.11), Guan Shaoning (I.C.5), Wei Dazhong (I.A.3), Shi Lang (I.F.7, see also pp. 73, 
115), Jiang Cai (I.B.7), Xiong Kaiyuan (I.E.18), Wang Fuzhi (I.G.11), Gu Yanwu (I.C.16, 
I.C.23), Ge Lin (I.C.8), and Yan Ermei (I.C.2). 

112. See “Part Two References: Collections and Series” for those mentioned here.  
Three of the earliest are among those appraised by Ye Dehui as exhibiting the finest 
scholarly selection and editing among congshu of the Qian-Jia period (1968: 251–52). 

113. Li Ciming (1830–94; js. 1880), one of the two most prolific writers of biblio-
graphical notes on late-Ming and Southern Ming sources during the middle nineteenth 
century (on Fu Yili, see pp. 70–71 and n. 100), found some of the bloodier accounts 
among the Jingtuo yishi collectanea (such as the Dongtang rizha, Jiangyin shoucheng ji, 
and Yangzhou shiri ji [I.D.4, 8, 20, resp.]) to be “regrettably poor.” But he immediately 
added that, among primary studies, they “are not the most absurd.” Works in the Jingtuo 
and other such collections he evaluated mainly on criteria of accuracy and value of infor-
mation. See Li Ciming 196l: 390ff. 

114. This is suggested by Liu Qian (1986: 61–62) to explain the printing and reprinting 
of large numbers of previously banned books in the DG period. 

115. For an example of the illustrations in this little-preserved collection, see Voices: 
41. On the proliferation of anti-Manchu publications in 1903, see Rhoads 1995: 25.  
Often one reads that the Yangzhou shiri ji (I.D.20) and an abbreviation of Huang 
Zongxi’s Mingyi daifang lu were published and widely disseminated by the radical 
reformers Liang Qichao 梁啟超 and Tan Sitong 譚嗣同, presumably between the years 
1895 and 1898. This notion seems to rest on a later report in the revolutionary, Yoko-
hama-based Qingyi bao 清議報, which even says that “several ten-thousand copies” of 
the shortened Mingyi daifang lu had been printed (see Zhang Pengyuan 1964: 75).  
However, I know of no actual copies of such an edition of either the Mingyi daifang lu or 
the Yangzhou shiri ji which would bear out that report. 

116. One of the compilers of the Qiankun zhengqi ji (QK), Gu Yuan, received the 
assistance of the Henan director general of the Grand Canal in raising funds to cut the 
printing blocks, which was accomplished between 1843 and 1848. But the actual printing 
was not done until 1866. See Liu Qian 1986: 67. This exemplifies the across-the-board 
slowdown in publishing during the XF reign period caused chiefly by the Taiping 
Rebellion. 

117. Especially on the scholarly aspect of the politics of that reform movement, see 
Chen Jinling 1982; and Elman 1990: chap. 9. On the relation of the Yongdong zhengqi ji 
compiler, Dong Lang, to that movement, see the preface by Zhang Shouyong 張壽鏞 to 
the Siming congshu edition of that collection (1932–1948). 

118. See the preface to the 1983 edition of the Jinghai ji by editor Wang Duoquan. 

119. See also Jerry Dennerline’s comparative description of two similar records of the 
Qing subjugation of Jiading 嘉定, one published in 1894, which is ambiguous about the 
rightness of the Ming loyalists’ actions, and one published in 1911, which removes all 
ambiguity in favor of uncompromising anti-Qing resistance (1991: app. 2). 
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120. The 1842 edition was reissued, with corrections, in 1844 and 1846. A supple-
mented edition of 1875 can be found reprinted, in two volumes, in the Jindai Zhongguo 
shiliao congkan, no. 102. It also has been published in the History section of the Sibu 
beiyao 四部備要, fasc. 1177–82. There are other editions as well. For bibliographical 
and historiographical studies, see Kanda 1987; and Wang Jiajian 1993. 

121. See Leonard 1984: esp. 16, 28, 88–92; and Li Hanwu 1988: 86–94. For a brief 
biography of Wei, see ECCP: 850–52. 

122. This work was finished and first printed in 1861. It was again printed among Xu 
Zi’s collected works, the Bisaozhai yishu 敝帚齋遺書, in 1877, and a Japanese edition 
followed in 1886. For twentieth-century editions, see “Part One References.” For 
bibliographical discussion, see Xie Guozhen 1981: 430–39; and for a historiographical 
discussion, see Ye Gaoshu 1994a: 202–21. 

123. For a brief biography of Xu Zi, with further biographical references, see ECCP: 
325–26. On the significance of Xu’s tuanlian 團練-organizing activities, see Kuhn 1970: 
212–13. 

124. Quoted from Xu’s preface to the Xiaotian jinian fukao (TW ed., I: 5). 

125. It subsequently was completed by his youngest son, Xu Chengli 徐承禮, and 
others. First printed in 1887, it later was published together with the Shanghai edition of 
the Xiaotian jinian. Handiest is the TW edition, in six volumes (no. 138, 1963). For 
bibliographical discussion, consult Franke 1968: 73; Xie Guozhen 1981: 396–98; Zhu 
Xizu 1936; and Ye Gaoshu 1994a: 204. 

126. Writings on Zeng are mountainous. For a brief biography, see ECCP: 751–56.  
For a bibliographical discussion of Zeng’s “Jinling edition” 金陵刻本 of the Chuanshan 
yishu 船山遺書, see Zhou Diaoyang 1965: 521. Typical of twentieth-century (especially 
PRC) commentators, who look on Zeng as reactionary for combating the righteous Tai-
ping revolutionaries, Zhou regards Zeng’s publication of Wang’s works as “extremely 
paradoxical.” In explanation, he points to Zeng’s admiration for Wang’s Confucian 
philosophical writings and concludes that Zeng “wholly malevolently” “sought to utilize 
Wang’s learned pursuit of humaneness and decorum to numb the people’s hearts-and-
minds, to further reinforce the Qing court’s feudal-autocratic rule” (p. 522). 

127. Rhoads 1995: 9–15; Elliott 1990; Crossley 1990: 127. 
 


